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Retired Geeter High Principal is Dead At 74
TA Call For Action
We are disturbed by the loss ing investment and employof momentiun in the civil ment opportunities.
rights movement since the
passage of the Voting Rights Like the President and mil.
Act of 1965. This can only lead lions of other Americans, we
to further unrest and frustra- are deeply concerned by the
tion among minority groups. escalation of the war in VietThe evils of racial prejudice nam and the shrill and strident
must be attacked with renewed voices of the dissidents. As
loyal Americans, we stand
vigor and determination.
united behind the AdministraIn his State of the Union tion in its determination to live
message, the President called up to its international comupon the Congress to enact mitments and bring peace to
civil rights legislation which the world. We further support
will help make equal housing the right of every country to
opportunities, equal job op- establish its own form of
portunities, and equality of government free from foreign
citizenship a reality in Ameri- intimidation and outside agcan life. He further proposed gression.
intensifying
and
expanding
the war on poverty and the Congressman Adam Clayton
Great Society programs. We, Powell of New York has been
on behalf of millions of our a crusader for freedom and
readers, support this call for equality. As chairman of the
Committee
House
!powerful
action in the 90th Congress.
on Education and Labor, he
! We urge the adoption of a has been commended by two
'positive program to assure that Presidents, John F. Kennedy
anti-poverty funds reach the and Lyndon B. Johnson, and
designated areas and the poor imost of his colleagues, for his
themselves. Efforts should be constructive work. While we
made in 1967 to increase Ne-'do not endorse all of his views,
gro income to more than 10 per we do support his right to repcent — $27 billion to $30 billion resent his District in this Con— by expanding and encourag- gress.

Felton Earls Chief
Of Schemes,Routing

Felton J. Earls, Jr., of 5139 clerk in August, 1943. He has
Horn Lake rd., has been pro- done regular service in Texarmoted to the position of chief kana, Baton Rouge and Housof the Schemes and Routing ton, and was at the airport
Branch for the Memphis Re- mail facility in New Orleans
gional office of the Post Office before his promotion to general
department.
foreman there in 1955. Two
As one of the highest ranking years later he came to the
Negro career postal officials in Memphis Region as a schemes
the United States, Mr. Earls and routing officer.
is being paid a salary of $15, A graduate of Dillard Uni632 a year. Before his promo- versity at New Orleans, La., he
did two years of graduate work
at Atlanta University. He has
completed a training course in
management development at
the University of Tennessee at
Knoxville.
His other positions before
entering the postal service were
as vice principal of the Clarke
County Training school at Coffeeville, Ala.; instructor at Fort
Valley State college at Fort
MAJOR AND MRS. WILLIE CUMMINGS
Valley, Ga., and as assistant
manager of the Calliope Street
housing project in New Orleans.
Mr. Earls received the Post
Office department's Superior
Accomplishment Award in 1964.
He is a member of Phi Beta
Sigma fraternity, the Masonic
Lodge and the Top Hat and
Major Willie E. Cummingseompleted her studies as dietiTails club.
was like most war heroes duringician in 1959. Mrs. Cummings
Mr. and Mrs. Earl are the i
his visit to Memphis last week. is a graduate of Melrose High
DR. JOSEPH FALLS
parents of four children, Carol'
school.
tion
to
chief,
he
was a Schemes Ann, Phillip, Lynn Marie, and I
He was reluctant to say what
and Routing officer for the Felton III, a senic.. medical!
be had done to receive the His trip to Vietnam was
Memphis Region.
student at Howald University'
Silver Star for "gallantry in Major Cummings' third trip
Mi. Earls entered the postal School of Medi'ane in Washing-I
action" while flying a helicopter overseas. He served
previously Under the auspices of the After attending the White services as a railway mail ton, D. C.
im the Iron 'Triangle of Vietnam
in
Europe
and
Korea.
United States Senate, a Plamil- House program, where they
last November.
High school student has'shook hands with President
ton
However, he did finally say After a trip to the Pentagon
Johnson and heard some offa week-long study of
completed
that a battalion was about to be and New York City, Major
the-record
observations,,
the
Dr Joseph W. Falls, retired!communit2,. is
named for Dr.
wiped out by the Viet Cone and Cummings and his family, the U. S. Government at work, students
'
1e"
a
w€111
'
to
by
a
climaxed
was
which
and
principal
of Geeter High schooll Falls, as is Falls shop on
needed ammunition. While the which includes two sons, Willie
partment for a meeting
the
Lyndon
B.
President
visit
with
and an ordained minister of campus of Geeter
Air Force was trying to help
Ambassador-at-large W. Averell
with
High school.
Jr., five, and Wendell two and Johnson.
bombs,
dropping
Unity Center of Memphis died
the soldiers by
Harriman, who told the delea half, will come through here
He received hundreds of
last Sunday night at his home
Major Cummings risked his life
The lucky student was Miss gates that there have been The Conner's family. at 2348.
1
killed
en
in
route
action
to
Thnrsday.
Fort
Walters
He
in
awards
during his principalship
at
23
and took the needed ammuniWest
somes
signs
of
Shelby drive, Memthaw in the Cold Saratoga Avenue here in MemTexas, where he attended flight Barbara Ann Dortch, daughter
of Geeter, and among them
tion in, and the troops were
2345!War with Russia in recent phis is a large and close-knit had been in Vietnam slightly phis. He was 74.
Beatrice
Hall
Mrs.
of
of
school and graduated fourth
able to fight on to victory.
stu-'years, but that the Soviets still group. So, it appeared there more than a month. The 21was the "Citizenship Award" of
out of a class of 77, and- will Silver, and a senior honor
support and extend Communist was something more than mere; year-old non-commissioned of- After a career as teacher and the Levi Civic
school.
High
Hamilton
dent
at
club which
principal for 41 years, Dr. Falls
Major Cummings brought serve as an instructor.
expansion wherever possible.
grief which was apparent last ficer was a memner of "C" retired in 1960. Some 39 yearsInamed him the "most outstandback other medals besides the
the
among
was
Dortch
Miss
Major
Cummings
arrived
Silver Star. He received the
While there Miss Dortch also Saturday afternoon as members Company of the 39th Infantry. was spent as principal of Geet- ing citizen" for the years 1958,
back in the United States on 102 students involved in the
1959 and 1960.
basic Air Medal with 21 clusters
met
Senators Albert Gore (D. of the family joined in com- In a letter written to his er.
Youth
S.
Senate
annual
U.
Jan. 8. His family lived in fifth
and the Distinguished Flying
.a,Tenn.)
and Howard Baker (R- ments about the death of Mem- mother, which she received a
by
made
possible
Program
Columbus while he was overA native of Somerville in Engraved on a plaque prephis soldier, S-Sgt. Jerome
Cross.
grant from the William Ran- Tenn.). It was her knowledge
seas.
viehim
inhby
'
w a heWh
Conner, who became the 52nd day before he was reported a Fayette County, Tenn., he was
theWhiteeiitetagovernment
her
that
won
of
There
Foundation.
dolph Hearst
casualty, the young soldier said brought to Memphis in 1898 at haven Civic
Be was stationed 40 miles
in
the
local
Vietnam
casualty
visits
afforded
At one time Mrsfr Cummings were two students from each one of the two
he was hungry. He asked his the age of six. He was a
south of Saigon. For the first
War.
student bon: "For Long and Patient
the District students from Tennessee i4 the
mother to send him some at the old LeMoyne Institute, Sacrificial Service Rendered
six months he flew gunships, was a dietician at E. H. Crump of the 50 states and
Sergeant
Mrs.
Conner,
son
of
program.
Memorial hospital in Memphis. of Columbia.
or armed helicopters, and the
fore-funner of LeMoyne college, to Geeter High School and the
Vernice Conner, was reported
(Continued on Page 2)
last six months helicopters
Hampton Institute and Alabama Community."
She has been an outstanding
taking troops to various points.
student all through school, and
A&M college near Huntsville,
Ala.. where he majored in When Dr. Falls came to
was a commended candidate
A native of Fitzgerald, Ga.,
brick masonry and mathemat- Geeter it was a wooden frame
for the fourth National Achieveand the son of Willie S. Cumbuilding housing a four-room
ics.
Scholarship
Program for
ment
mings and the late Mrs. Cumelementary school with four
Outstanding Negro Students.
mings, the flyer was in Mem- I I
He obtained his bachelor of teachers. When he retired it
phis to visit the family of his
arts degree from Rust college had grown to modern brick
This year Miss Dortch was
wife, the former Miss Barbara
elected president of the Nationat Holly Springs, Miss., the plant of six buildings with a
J. Smith, daughter of Mr. and The Hyde Park Code Enforce- Leaf Baptist Church, by Com- al Honor Society, first vice
bachelor and master of science faculty of 55 and an A-rating.
Mrs. Wister Smith of 2451 ment Project which "will trans- missioner Hunter Lane, Jr., and president of the Student Council, Two-year fellowships are be- M.B.A., an eight-week pre- degrees from Tennessee A&I
Zanone St.
qualified Negro graduate program will be held State university at Nashville, Aside from his wife, he is
form the Hyde Park neighbor- Commissioner Pete Sisson. Mr. parliamentarian of the senior ing offered to
Charles Myers, President of the class and business manager college graduates who wish to this summer on the Washington and did further study at the survived by two daughters,
Major Cummings met his hood into one of the finest mediMrs. Mildred Davis. home
University of Chicago.
Hyde Park — Hollywood Civic of the Debutante Society.
prepare for managerial careers university campus.
future wife while he was a um range residential areas in League, presided at
economics teacher at Geeter
the meetstudent at Tuskegee Institute in the City" was presented to ing.
Interested
in
mathematics in business in a unique gradu- In
Dr. Falls received honorary High school, and Mrs. Phyllis
addition to regular course
Alabama, where be entered some 400 residents of the Hyde
Other City officials attending and science, she plans to attend ate program being organized work, students in the summer doctorate degree from Monrovia Armour. a special education
service after graduating in Park — Hollywood area last
Washington
Brandeis University at Walt- by Indiana and
session will attend seminars college Monrovia, Liberia. West teacher in the Chicago public
1956, and from which his wife Wednesday night at the Golden
(Continued am Page 2)
ham, Mass.
universities and the University and visit
Africa. He was an ordained school system; a son. Joseph
industrial plants in the
of Wisconsin.
St. Louis area. A fellowship minister of the Unity School of W. Falls III, a research chemChristianity, Lee's Summit, ist with the Dearborn Glass
Applicants need not have plus tuition costs will be Mo., and served as one of thei company in Chicago: 12 grandstudied either busness or eco- awarded to all candidates for ministers of the Unity Center children and three great-grandnomics. Each recepient of a this period of study. The pro- of Memphis at 1062 S. Welling- children.
fellowship will receive $2,500 gram includes a business in- ton st.. along with his wife, Dr.
Funeral services will be held
a year plus free tuition, and ternship to be undert a ken Montee Falls.
on Wednesday night at the N. J.
$500 a year for each dependent during the summer months beup to a maximu ma two. The tween the first and second year. Falls Road in the WhitehavenI Ford and Sons Funeral home.
llowship will be renewed for
second year upon successful
mpletion of the first year
of study.

Helicopter Pilot Back
From Vietnam; A Hero

F

Meeting LBJ Highlight

Of Trip To Washington

Memphian Is Killed On

r Joseph Falls Led
'School For 39 Years

Second Combat Mission

Hyde Park Area Will

Grad Business Course

Lindergo Transformation

Fellowships Offered

Booster Club
Plans Annual
Sweetheart Tea

Financial support for this
undertaking will come from a
300,000 Ford Foundation challenge grant to be matched on
a one-for-one basis by contributions from industry under
s of an announcement
made public last December.
The three Midwestern uni- Father Bertrand and S t.
versities have formed a con- Thomas Boosters club will presortium to implement the pro- sent its fourth annual Sweetgram, and hope to recruit as heart Tea on Sunday, Feb. 12,
many as 50 students for the at the Father Bertrand High
school.
academic year 1967-68.

WELCOMING COMMITTEE
— A delegation of
Hamilton High school stuwer, at the airport

dents

last Saturday to welcome
Miss Barbara Ann Dortcb,
17-year-old Hamilton High
school student from a week.

long study of the U. S. Government at work. A highlight of her visit was a
handshake from Presadeet

Lyndon B. Johnson last Frlday. At far dad is her
mother, Mrs. Beatrice Hall
of 2345 Sliver Cove,

Persons interested in this A well-planned program will
new project are urged to write be given, according to the
immediately to Dr. Sterling H. program chairman, Mrs. LevelSehoon, program director, Con- la Yancey. Mrs. Maggie B.
sortium for Graduate Study in Peace is general chairman.
Business for Negroes, WashingDuring the tea, special
ton University, Box 1132, St. tribute will be given to all
alumni, and to past presidents
Louis, Missouri, 63130.
and other officers of the boostThose awarded fellowships er club. The public is invited.
will be enrolled at one of the
schools in a course of study Mrs. Evelyn Carter is presileading to a master of business dent of the club, Sister Mary
administration degree. To pre- Evangelice, BVI11. coordinator,
pare those accepted for spe and Rev. Theodore Wieser,
cialized study leading to an OFM.,
pastor.

RECEIVING CITATION —
Electronics Technician Secend class Willie J. Tate,
USN, nu of Mrs. Vera Poindexter of 1516 Orr. at., Mem
phis, is awarded the Commander in Chief Pacific
Fleet Letters of Commendation by Vice Admiral
Francis J. Blouin, comma oder of Amphiliapus
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Force, Pacific fleet, aboard
the landing ship dock Alamo
at Long Beach, Calif. Tate
was cited for performance
of duty while attached to
the Alamo from March 8 to
August 5, 1966. A graduate
of Barret's Chapel High
school, be entered the service in February 1958.

• ..... •• •
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secretarial staff, Charles Pick.
ins, Miss Deborah Greene, Mrs.
Sarah Jenkins, Mrs. Frankie
Brown. In charge of special
projects are Mrs. Lorene Flowers, Mrs. Cassandra Randolph,
and Mrs. Estelle Jones.

Council 1 Sets Date For
Lincoln - Douglas Dinner
(Continued from Page 1)

The well-known citizens Comi for the year. They are: Presi- Treasurer is Mr. Joe Mays,
assistants, Eugene Moore, and
canned goods.
niittee Council held its 1967 dent, R9 ymond Lynom Sr.,
Mrs. Peggy McKinney. Director
ComExecutive
January Chairman of
His brother, Pfc. George Hun- annual meeting Sunday,
of public relations is Otto Lee.
execu.
Thornton
Lounge.
Eagle
Noble
mittee,
15, at the
All of the directors were reter, stationed at Fort Campbell,
vice-presedent, Willie L. elected to the Board of Govlive
for
formulated
were
Plans
the
at
Ky., and home on leave,
Lincoln-Douglas Lay ind WC* president Mr. ernors. These officers will be
annual
time of the Saturday interview, the
Patriotic Banquet. This event Rodel Diggons, 3rd vice presi- installed in a public inaugural
said he was puzzled about his
will be held February 26, 1967. dent, Mrs. Dorothy Taylor, on February 26th.
brother's saying he was hungry. Purpose of the banquet as
He observed that U. S. soldiers stated by spokesmen for the
usually have enough to eat at Council "is for the information
all times.
and inspiration of the public".
The General Chairman for the
Sergeant Conner was on Lis annual Lincoln-Douglas Bansecond combat mission when quet is Mrs. Dorothy Taylor
he met his death. in the last Co-Chairman is Mrs. Sarah M.
letter to his mother, he had Jenkins. They have already
stated that he was expecting to issued a request that the public
leave for the field shortly after place reservations for the affair
writing.
early.
The young soldier joined the Also at the January 15 meetArmy in 1963. He served one ing new officers were elected
tour of duty in Germany and
re-enlisted last July. lie was
promoted to staff sergeant, E-6, He leaves four brothers,
after being transferred to Viet- James Conner, Gary Conner.
nam. He was an instructor in Jeffery Conner and Glenn Conhis infantry unit. He and his ner, and four sisters, Mrs. Gloolder brother, George, met in ria Martin of Lawton, Okla.,
Germany during their tour of and Geraldine Conner, Jackduty in that country. They spent lyn Conner and Janice Conner,
all of Memphis.
some weeks together.

New DAISY

One of their most extended
conversations was based on
which one would do most to
help provide for their mother,
with their other brothers and
younger sisters. The sergeant
said he wanted to take over the
major responsibility from the
older brother. Both youths had
displayed a keen sense of patriotism and an equally keen or
keener sense of loyalty to their
family. Each felt that enlistment in the armed forces would
better enable them to help support their family.

Aerstigements for services
will be announced by Victory
Funeral Home whel the body
is shipped to the United States.
In a closing statement, Mrs.
Conner. the mother, said, "I
am not bitter over my son's
death, but I am deeply hurt."

Sergeant Conner was married
to Mrs. Adrinia Conner of Johnson City, Kansas. It was his
wife who sent a telegram notifying his mother and other members of his family of his death
in Vietnam.

PRINCESS CANDIDATE'S
— These eight young women
are among the candidates
seeking the title of "Princess" in the March of Dimes
drive sponsored by the National Foundation. Seated

from if tare Diana Owens,
Debris Coburn, Louis Jennings and Katherine Jones.
At top are Mary Carolyn,
Marie Barnum, inset; Fay
McKinley, Claudette Manna,
and Dorothy Jean Tunstall.

Hyde Park
(Continued from Page 1)

was the planting of some 300
trees within the project area between the curbs and sidewalks.
"This will give this area some
of the most attractive treeshaded streets in the City", he

WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS. . . .
MAP1LANU (.1_11B
1-?pgiit;ir HI (it HoNNt

Sergeant Conner was born in
Berkely, Calif., and moved to
Memphis as a small child. His
family lived in St. Louis, Mo.
for a number of, years and returned to Memphis in 1962. He
Lutheran
Calvary
attended
Mrs. W. T. Fort, 715 Speed Church. He was a Sunday school
Other contestants are ClanSt., who has served with the and vacation Bible School
dette Grice, Mamie Brikley, Brenda Knox, Erma
National Foundation, March teacher in St. Louis, and volunJean Turner, Alma Faye
of Dimes, for more than 20 teered his services to the Memyears, is the chairman of phis Church. He attended VashHughes, Bobby J. Hodges,
the 1067 Princess Contest.
Roberts and Deborah Smith.
en High School in St. Louis.
and also Carver High here in
yemphis. He was described
FHA loans will also be4o Commissioner Lane. Fina1 as an ambitious, loyal, eneravailable for the same purpose, approval of the Project by getic youth, who loved to help
for those who qualify.
Federal officials is expected others, especially his mother.
and his sisters and brothers.
within the next two weeks.
The Project boundaries are
the Union Railroad south of
Chelsea on the south. May
Street on the west, the Wolf
River levee on the north, and
Fairfax Street on the east. A
Project headquarters will be set
up within these boundaries within a very short time, according

were Mr. J. W. Parker, Director
of Housing Improvement, and
Mr. Tom Rogers, who will be
Project Manager of the Code
Enforcement Project. Accompanying Commissioner Sisson
Commissioner Sisson urged
was Mr. Joe Chumley, Director the people in the neighborhood
of Street Maintenance.
to be cooperative and underCommissioner Lane explained standing when the street work
to those in attendance that two- i begins. "Todays inconvenience
thirds of the cost of the pro-p will be tomorrow improved livgram, which will provide curbs ing environment", he said. He
and gutters, sidewalks, im- explained that a number of the WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
proved street lighting and im- streets in the area would be About 2,000 ministers, priests,
proved streets within the Proj- re-routed so as to give better rabbis and laymen from 45
ect area, will be paid by thel traffic circulation and that betsilent prayer
federal government through the ter drainage would also be pro- states conducted a
the White
in
of
vigil
front
the
of
project.
Department of Housing and vided as part
House to protest "the immoralUrban Development. The reLane further ity of the warfare in Vietnam."
maining one-third will be paid Commissioner
that
those
families
explained
by the City government. It is
could show a net yearly Through a statement delivered
anticipated that the Project Will! who
than $3000 will by a delegation of their leaders,
be completed within a three- income of less
for
federal grants they appealed to President Johneligible
be
year period.
of up to $1500 for bringing their son to halt U. S. bombing of
Commissioner Lane further homes into compliance with North Vietnam and take other
stated that one of the most ap- the minimum standards set up "de-escalation" steps to create
pealing features of the program in the City Housing Code. Low a climate for peace talks.

In
posit
of
and
the
Insti
men
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m er
he
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IT'S
KING COTTON

2 LIMIT
/7ifie>/:,01>0000000000000000
KING SIZE COUPON
Clip and Bring to
HOGUE & KNOTT Today

Pork Sausage Time

HOLSUM

SANDWICH BREAD
Big P!2 Lb.
Loaf
Coupon Expires Feb. 7th
000,>00000000000000000000000000
MORRELL'S PRIDE
CANNED
rVPCIPTrfl

NOW LOTS OF US ENJOY THE HEARTY WHOLE
HOG FLAVOR OF COUNTRY STYLE SAUSAGE
THE YEAR AROUND. BUT WHEN THE YOUNGSTERS GO BACK TO SCHOOL, IT CALLS FOR
HEARTIER, NOURISHING BREAKFASTS.

PICNICS

PET MILK

SO PICK UP A PACKAGE OF KING COTTON
STYLE PORK SAUSAGE — YOUR CHOICEOF
HOT OR MILD.

Skimmed -99% Fat Free

Boneless
Shank less
Totally Cooked
PORK SHOULDER

(1

Can

BUSH'S or SHOWBOAT

Price includes automatic franomon, power steering, poorer brakes.
• factory air, tinted gloat whit. wall tiros, Ammo door frames,
wheat Anil dolor shosring wheal, radio,al standard safely feekores.

PORK & BEANS

KIDNEY BEANS

15 Oz. Can

15 Oz. Can

NORTHERN BEANS

HOMINY

15 Oz Can

1 Lb. Can

Made in the

U.S. GOVERNMENT
INSPECTED KITCHENS
OF THE

NAT BURING PACKING CO.
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CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

13/8 HOLLYWOOD
• 3511 PARK
1578 LAMAR

3384 NO. THOMAS (In Frc-izier-Hiwny 51 North)
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Hampton Dean Named
Morehouse President

Local Legion Post Sends Alert 'Po Vets
Officers of John Carlos Har- persons who have served' in as a member, your vote counts.
ris Post No 222 sent out a any of the wars and was honor- Why don't you join up with the
form letter last week stating, ably discharged, you are eligi nearly four million veterans all
ble to join the Arne-lean Leover the world and help your
"All veterans, veterans' widows gion. "The John
Carlos Harris
and other dependents who are Post No. 222 is as close to business."
receiving a pension check from you as your telephone. You are Interested veterans needing
the
Veterans
Admmistration needed in the Legion with your further information may call
should take notice and act on membership, so that when bills Earnest Crockett at 396-0592, or
a questionnaire that must be are being switched around in call Grover C. Burson, service
filled out and sent to the ad- Congress on veterans affairs. office at 942-5470.
dress of the Veterans Administration office that is on the
card "Failure to comply as
requested by the Veterans Administration might cause stoppage of the VA check."

ATLANTA — The Board of sity.
Trustees of Morehouse College
has elected Dr. Hugh Morris Since coming to Hampton, he
Gloster to serve as the seventh has obtained leave to serve for
president of the historic Atlanta two academic years (195349551
insitution which will celebrate as Fulbright Professor at Hiroits 100th Anniversary on Feb- shima University of Warsaw,
ruary 18.
Warsaw. Poland During the
:summers of 1960, 1961 and 1963,
A joint announcement of Dr. het
was Visiting Professor of
Gloster's election was issuedlEngitab at the follow —
ing institulast week by Charles E. MernI1,1
'Dons: The Experimental Colboard
chairman, John
H.!lege of the Virgin
Islands,
Wheeler, secretary of the boards Kwukoni
College at Dar es
and Dr. Benjamin E. Mays, Salaam,
Tanganyika; The Unipresident who retires as of June versity
of Cracow, Cracow,
30, and who has served as the
Poland, and Centro de los
College's chief executive since Estudies
emericanos, Velencia,
1940.
Spain.
Dr. Gloster, a distinguished Dr. Gloster holds
memberalumnus of the College Class ships
in numerous learned
of 1931, holds the masters de- societies
and has been a liberal
gree in English from Atlanta contributor to acatemic jouruniversity and the Ph, D. in nals and periodicals.
He is the
English from New York Uni- author of one
book, "Negro
versity.
Voices in American Fiction"
Currently, he serves as dean published by the University of
of Faculty of Hampton Insti- North Carolina Press, and cotute, Hampton, Virginia. His author of "My Life - My • Coun- STUDENTS AND MASTkitS
try - My Would: College Read- . . . Two students, Robert
ings for Modern Living", pub- Brock, senior music major
at Tennessee State from
lished by Prentice-Hall, Inc.
Brownsville, Texa s, and
Mrs. Gloster holds the masCheryl Lewis, eighth grade
ters degree in English and has
pupils at Peabody College
pursued further study at New Demonstration School, get
York University. At present, autographs from two Cameshe is director of Hampton
Institute's "Project Potential",
a special program for development of reading and study
skills for freshmen underachievers.
Mr. Merrill, Chairman of the
Board of Trustees indicated
today that Dr. Gloster has agreed to assume the duties of
his new post immediately after
the retirement of Dr. Mays on
June 30, 1967. He also stated
that following a two-year search
for a succesor to Dr. Mays, the
entire membership of the Board
of Trustees was elated at Dr.
Gloster's election and acceptance.

DR. JOHN JORDAN
administrative experience ineludes service as Program
Director and Associate Regional
Executive of USO during World
War H.

rata Chamber Singers following their concert at Tennessee State university recently,. The singers are
Richard Frisch, bass-baritone, and Barbara Crouch,
contralto. Cheryl is t b e
daughter of Dr. Edward ('

Address TEC Assembly

•

Cougar
BUYS

Have A Variety of Cars to Choose From...4 Our New Car Showroom..
A Top Is Over Our Used Car Shopping Choices.
150 Cars To Choose

FROM
Come in Today and Let Holmes Show
You The Many
Beautiful Features of Cougar.
HIDDEN HEADLIGHTS — OPEN AT NIGHT
Tail Lights Flash in 3 Step Sequence

Speak To Hyde
Park Students

Dramatic Decorator

Table
Lamps
Kress Low Price

An elegant way to dress up a
pair of end tables. New vibrant spring colors on ceramic, ironstone or fruitwood
bases. Imposing 37" heights.
Fabric on parchment shades.

.4
a

aa

Ma

Dr. John E. Jordan. chairman of the Dental Health Committee of Shelby County Dental
Society. will be the guest speaker at the Hyde Park Elementary
School during National Children's Dental Health Week Feb.
7, at 9:30 a.m. in the school's
auditorium, and all patrons are
invited to the program.

A. B. Bland is pincipal of the i
school, and Daniel Ward assistant principal.

g:

•

nos*

OLD GIVES WAY TO NEW
. . . Maryland Jones of
Dayton, Ohio a n d James
Lipacomb of Dallas, Texas,
seniors at Tennessee State
University, watch bulldoz-

-4if//,

Judge Will
Speak For
Founders' Day
Judge Benjamin L
Hooks
will be the main speaker when!
the Walker Avenue Elemen-1
tary school at 995 Lauderdale
observes Founder's Day for its
PTA.

Judge Hooks will be introduced by Charles J. Patterson,
Jr., and music will be furnished by the PTA chorus.

INVITATIONS
ANNOWICEMENTS
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Coke

John P. Bonner:
Arnette Montague
Dover Crawford, Jr.

743-9529
743-0239
525-4991
946-5915

Pl•n.• Coll Aft.. 4I00 P.M.

molished. Six buildings are
more are on the drawing
board, as a part of the Uni•
sersity's S9-million expansion program in progress.

-Pox

On
RIME CIRCUS
Tickets with

SAVE

Coke,Tab.Sprite.or Fresea
Bottle Caps
LIMITED SUPPLY— FIRST COME

FIRST SERVED
Create Your Own Fashions

HERE'S WHAT TO 1)():
Pick up cartons of Coke. Tab: Sprite or Fresca. Sat.(' 12 of the bottle
caps or any combination thereof and bt-ing them to:

ego/1'4/6/4mq
OF MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE
495 SO. HOLLYWOOD
(8:00 A.M. to s:00 p.m. Monday thnt
_
..---.------ .---.
• s
OR FRESCA
For Every 12 WYTTIJI; 'TAPS of COKE. TAB SPRITE
.
,
You will receive one Ticket for the
SHRFNE (111FCUS good oknly for the
Ces. Wed.. Feb. 22-8 p.m. performance.

PLUS 25

E

NO LIMIT: Just bring by 12 bottle rapt. and 254' for Each Ticket desired.
.
ALL SEATS ARE RESERVED

ENJOY the Hilbert Castle International
•
3-RING 4111CUS
FEB. 22-26 .. .t MED-SOUTII COLISEUM
9 PERFORMANCES

Dealers

L. V. Tate'

ers razing three Veterans'
Housing units recently to
clear grounds for landscaping for the 8-story residence
ball for men shown in the
background (left). The unit

//iffie,#/lee

things go

The observance will be held
on Thursday. Feb. 2, in the
school cafeteria at 7:30 p.m.

Save Tinsel Soy* Money!
\\ \a., CORRECT' with

Resident
WH 2-3169-

Light Up Your Rooms Beautifully

Dentist Will

Mrs. V. Fifer is president
of the Walker Ave. PTA.

2144 Lamar
327-3711

Home
Spruce-up Specials For Your

•
41"

Other program participants
will be Miss Mettle Holmes,
Rev. Chester Berryhill and Mrs.
Euralia Fletcher.

PARKWAY

VALUES

DR. HUGH GLOSTER

He is being invited to the
school by Mrs. B. W. Walker,
Achievement Emphasis teacher.
and Miss A. E. Wooten. teacher
of the 6-2 class.

OFFERS YOU THE REST IN

He noted that the July 25,
1967 deadline does not apply to
veterans of the Korean Conflicti
or veterans who have been in-p
eluded in the new legislation!
who have served since January 31, 1966. The expiration
date for Korean veterans is
1975, and for veterans of the
Viet-nam era, 10 years plus an
extension for time served,
from the date of their discharge.
Commander Earnest Crockett, leader of the John Carlos
Harris Post of the Legion, has
'issued a call to all veterans,
j saying, "All veterans, WAACS,
'Sparrs, Waves, and to all other

FAMU President Will

Dr. Jordan is a member of
the National Dental Association,
the Memphis Dental Society and
the American Dental Association.

ULYSSES HOLMES

Lewis, Jr., head of music
and fine arts at Tennessee
State, and Dr. Audrey Lewis
of the physical education
faculty at the University.
The Lyceum series concert
was given excellent rating
by the Nashville dailies.

yflOiWt-

Dr. George W (;orc, presi- meeting's theme: "TEC — A
Donal Education Association in
dent of Florida PAN university, Salute to Education and ProWashington. was the second.
will address the Tennessee Edu- I fessional Progress."
According to TEC Executive
cation Congress Delegate AsAn outstanding scholar, Dr.'! Secretary George W. Brooks, in
sembly in its annual meeting
at Tennessee State University Gore was the first Negro to!addition to hearing Dr. Gore,
have been elected a vice !there will be reports of officers,
Saturday. Feb 4.
president of the National Edu- the election of TEC representaDr. Gore, who was dean of
tives to the 1967 summer conAssociation. Another Tencation
Instruction at Tennessee State
ventions, and the voting on the
University before going to the nessean, George W. Brooks of proposed plan for the unificapresidency of Florida in 1950, Clarksville, who succeeded Dr. tion of the Tennessee Education
was the executive secretary of Gore as TEC Executive Secre- Congress and the Tennessee
the Tennessee Education Con- tary, became the third Negro Education Association. The Repgress, formerly known as the to hold such a position. Dr. resentative Assembly of TEC
Tennessee Negro Education As- J. Rupert Picott of Richmond, has already voted unanimously
sociation. He will speak on the Va., who is now with the Na- in favor of unification.

Klondike Civ ic
Club Meets Feb. 8

In addition to his present
position, be has been chairman The Klondike Civic club will
of the Department of Language hold its next meeting at the
and Literature and Director of on Wednesday night, Feb 8,
the Summer School at Hampton $t 8 p. m., and all members
Institute. Prior to his employ- and friends are asked to be
ment at Hampton, Dr. Gloster present.
held professorships in English Eight new Members were
at LeMoyne College and Atlanta added to the club during the
University and during the sum- last meeting.
mer of 1949 and again in 1962,
he was Visiting Professor of Jesse James is president of
English as New York Univer- the club.

KRESS

Service officer 40ver C
Burson of the Harris Post also
noted that "Time is growing
short for World War II veterans
to use their eligibility for guaranteed loans for homes, farms,
or businesses. The final deadline for application for a VA
guaranteed loan is July 25, 1967.
There is a little less than a
seven months period left".

Wed., Thurs., Friday, and §aturday--

Matinees exceprSundav

$1.50 and $2:00

Feb. 22, 23, 24, 25 at 2:30 4 R:00 P.M
Evenings & Sun. Matinee
Sunday, Feb. 26 at 2:30 P.M.
$1.50 and $2.50
'
,WHETS NOW ON SALE AT GOLDIMMITH'S CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE

,AND_MID-SOUTH COLISEUM

All First Quality
Wash'n Wear

Cotton Percales
Kress
Low
Price

y
a
r
d
b
3 *1'

One of the most exciting fabric offers we've ever
made. A homemaker's all purpose best buy. Perfect
for.blouses, dresses, aprons, home decorating. Giant
selection of vat-dyed prints. 10 to 20 yard lengths.
All machine washable.

Conveniently Yours At Kress
.0pn MOIL 9:0 tit Elf
Tim 9:10 tR 0:00
Tues., Wed.. Sat.
til 530.
VARIETY FAIR

(KRESS I

910. MAIN SE_

Trenton Honors Elderly Woman Goodwill

bernation by a glimpse of his
shadow. But they do know that
persons on hand for the sale
will be pleased by what they
see offored.
Shopping at Goodwill helps
to provide both jobs and wages
for the handicapped men and

Mrs. Lee Bertha Moore off A money tree with about
417 E. .First at., Trenton, Tenn., $70 was presented to her along
and friends .surprised her sis• with a plaque containing thy
ter, Mrs.Annte Bi.11 Buford, atInames of the persons who do
a birthday dinner held on Sun.- Inated the money.
day, Jan. 9.
the, dinner was pre.
Mrs. Buford, who was 80, is Food for various citizens and Goodwill Industries at 94 N.
by
eiti•Ipared
Second at is offering a prowell-known among all the
stayed!then carried to Mrs. Moore's fitable way to rem ember
sens of Trenton, having
for the occasion.
Ground Hog Day on Thursday, Mrs. and Mrs. James H.
with many mothers on the'
Feb. 2.
birth of children of all races
Payne of 2303 Dexter ave.,
The main store at that lo- Memphis, are the parents of
in hold a three-hour a daughter born Tuesday, Jan.
cation
sale from 6 to 9 p.m. with 3, at the .0bion County hospital
furniture, lamps and stoves at Union City,Tenn.
going for only half of the usual
baby weighed seven
low Goodwill prices. All of the The
12 ounces, and has
pounds,
articles have been reconditioned
Ina Ruth. The
named
been
new state by
Plans for Annual Alumni Day to an almost
are former residents of
Paynes
workhandicapped
and presentation of the Lincoln Goodwill's
Union City.
ers.
(Mo.) University Stagecrafters
The grandparents are the Rev.
at
unable
are
workers
The
will be discussed this Sunday,
Mrs. R. L. Hall and Mr.
and
the
if
determine
Week Feb. 5, at the regular monthly this point to
Emphasis
Religious
Callicutt
speaker at LeMoyne college, meeting of the LeMoyne Club small beast will be shocked into and Mrs. Trixie
City.
Union
hiof
weeks
six
additional
an
LawDr.
Feb. 8-9-10, will be
of Memphis.
rence N. Jones, dean of students and associate professor Meetings are held at 5 p.m. in
at Union Theological Seminary the Alumni Room of the Hollis
F. Price Library. Elmer L.
in New York City.
Dr. John C. Mickle of Le- Henderson is president of the
Moyne, who is coordinating the club.
week of activity, said Dr. Jones
Kindly send me the Tri-State
will speak each of the three
mornings at 10:30. The speaker PATTERSON TERMITE
Defender to address below
will address assemblies at
REPAIR
&
SERVICE
Second Congregational Church,
2998 N. Thomas St.
across the street from the
LeMoyne campus..
Wouldn't You R•ally Like To
He will develop the following Says, On Your Termite Work
subjects: Feb. 8 — "Prospec- Today?
Save The Patterson Way
Dyes on the Student Revolu30-Years Experience In
tion;" Feb. 9 — "The New
This Field
Morality — A Christian ReOur Low Oviii,41.ed Means A
sponse," and Feb. 10 — "Of
Big.Savingm To You
Revolutions and the Search for
Personal Significance."
Day — Ph. 358-0158
Dr. Jones was formerly dean
Night — Ph. 458-0229
of chapel at Fisk University
in Nashville, Tenn.

Payne Daughter
Is Born Jan. 3

Speaker Here Alumni Day To
For Religious Be Discussed
EmphasisWeek

New Subscription Order

FELLOWSHIP
YOUTH
OFFICERS — Young people
from all Methodist churches
In the city are represented
in the Methodist Christian

Youth Fellowship. Officers
of the group are from left,
front row, Yvonne Gleason,
treasurer; James Ford, vice

dora Greene, secretary
Faith Flynn, president, and
Marva Jones, assistant secretary. ( MeChriston Photo)

president; and Joyce Baker,
parliamentarian. On back
row, same order, are Mamie
Mays, worship leader; Eu-

The Methodist Christian organization of young people In two strongly-worded reso- the county's population. Despite
Youth Fellowship will climax,whose primary objective is to lutions presented at a meeting the change in climate in our
its second annual NationalIpromote harmonious relation- on January 22, 1967, the MemYouth Week Celebration withIship between the members of phis Branch of the NAACP community. Mr. Mitchell has
a feast and a program to be theAfrican Methodist Episco- took a stand on two widely- continued to insult this large
held at St. Andrew AME church. pal, African Methodist Episco- publicized public issues.
'segment of the community by
A Fellowship Feast will be pal Zion an dChristian Methohis continuous use of the word!
One resolution concluded: "Be
held on Friday, Feb. 3, at 7:30 dist Episcopal churches.
"nigra" when referring to
the
that
resolved,
therefore
it
Prop.m.. and an Interfaith
Memphis Branch NAACP Negroes . . his operations of
gram with music sung by an director
urges each member the Shelby County hospital were
strongly
skit
a
and
choir
ecumenical
Christian Youth Fellowship.
of the Shelby County Quarterly a disgrace to the entire
presented on Sunday, Feb. 5,
any reao- county . . .".
at 6.
The officers are Miss Faith Court to vo:e against
Entni
Mr.
employing
'Limn
president; James Ford,
In the second resolution the
To be presented in the skit Flynn'
Miss Eudora Mitchell in any capacity whatpresident;
vice
DeMisses
release stated, "Whereas,
isInews
He
Ford,
James
county.
are
Greene, secretary; Miss Marva ever with the
almost thirteen years ago, the
borah Greene, Augustus Bal- Jones, assistant secretary; Miss totally unacceptable to us."
U. S. Supreme Court declared
lard, Wrennie Carter and Gwen- Yvonne
Gleason, treasurer, The second resolution perunconcsitutional, racially segredolyn Richardson.
parliamenBaker,
County
Miss Joyce
tains to the Shelby
gated public education . . .
The Methodist Christian tarian, and Miss Mamie Mays, school system, and concludes, whereas, a lawsuit to force the
leader.
that
resolved,
hip
city-wide!wors
therefore
it
a
"Be
Youth Fellowship is
Shelby County Board of Educa,the Shelby County Quarterly tion to desegregate its operaCourt whose authority it is to tions was heard several years
,appoint the superintendent and ago and a plan of desegregation
!members of the Shelby County was approved and ordered by
!Board of Education, is hereby the local federal district court
}requested to institute an investi- and accepted by the Shelby
gation to determine .the advisa- County Board of Education,
bility of replacing a superinwhereas, a civland
contempt
out ef f or t for registering tendent and present members
by the Jushas
been
filed
suit
where
of the Shelby Board of Educa- tice
Meeting recently in the National voting citizens in places
Department against the
Baptist Hotel and Bath House!needed. They are also support- tion."
superintendent and members of
the National Baptist Laymen's ing the convention in its educa- In the first resolution the the Shelby County Board of
branch's statement noted that Education charging that they
Organization set up its program tion foundation drive.
for the annual session which The officers of the Laymen's the "voters of Shelby County have failed to comply with the
will be held at Denver, Colo- Organization is as follows: indicated their displeasure with court ordered plan of desegreMr. Dan Mitchell by soundly gation, and, whereas, the suprado, September 5-10, 1957.
Ellen Jordan, president, New rejecting him at the polls during erintendent and members of
One of the highlights of the York: S. L. Joes, vice pres- his last bid for re-election . . the Shelby County Board of
Denver session will be a speech ident, California; Walter Gade, Mr, Mitchell's racial views are Education have been threatened
by Judge Joseph P. Williams Jr., vice president; 0. V. Phil. unacceptable to 40 per cent of with fines and jail
of Brooklyn, New York. Judge lips, vice president, Illinois;
Williams is a member of the J. McMillan, vice president, 11111.111111111111•18sesill1111111111/1111111111111111111111111•••1111
e
Cornerstone Baptist Church, Mississippi: James McDonald, 11/
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
Brooklyn and is Chairman of its vice president; Clyde Jackson,
trustee board . . . Dr. Sandy vice president, Ohio; P. L. Cut.
ton, vice president, Florida. W. E CAR
F. Ray is pastor.
WASH $
In
H. Pryor, general secretary
In
Effective Novembet 2 9 1 965
The National Laymen's Or. and Elmore Baker, treasurer.
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
ganization supports the full
Monday
program of the National Con-,The next board meeting will
Ile
•
vention. U. S. %. Inc. One of!be held at Milwaukee, Winosits main objectives is an all sin in June.
Fridrauy

SHOP. . .

. . . AreWhereAlwayYous

Among Friends!

Baptist Laymen Hold
Meeting In Hot Springs

•
a

Mrs. Vecilener Cunningham
Brooksville, Miss.

Mrs. Lula Samuels
183 West Norwood

Mrs. Clara Ridley
593 Rear No. Second

I
a

•

•

i SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH aaU
3100 Summer at Baltic
I
meammaimmor
Prowasummo

$500 WINNER

$500 WINNER

'STOP 500'SERVICE
PLAN FOR DOWITIMIERSI
Mr. David McCrov•n
1171 So. Wellington

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic gowns
and Accessories
Open ell night. And day. And Sundays
and holidays.
All year 'round.
What else that costs so Rifle
gives you so much value?

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
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SAVE
QUALITY
. STAMPS
Favorite of Mid-America

$100 WINNER

SATURDAY, 1.1:kittUARY 4, itttii

Lira raiNiUtsft

Ariz. Honors

Paige .5

Utopians Hold
Meet At Home
Of Mrs. Jones

'Miss Tan
America'

The Utopians Bridge club
held its regular monthly meeting at the home of Mrs. Helen
Jones, 1879 Carver St.
..
The meeting was called to
order by the president, Miss
Dorothy Akins. After completing the business pertaining to
the Christmas Party which was
held at the beautifully decorated Flame restaurant, a delicious menu was enjoyed by all.

The reigning "Miss Tan
America," 19 year-old Dolores
Evans, of Tucson, Arizona, was
honored this month by being
named one of the 10 recipients
of the 1966 "Builders of Greater
Arizona" award
Each year the copper and
turquoise medallion awards are
presented to those citizens of
Arizona who have been most
effective in bringing national
recognition to their state.

Other members present to
enjoy an evening of bridge'
were Mrs. Cora Beteet, vice
AWARD WINNER — Miss
ting documents. A clerkpresident; Mrs. Celestine RoberLois Jean Gibson of 1433 S.
typist for the past two years, son, secretary; Mrs. Toni Veas3rd at., received an award
she received her award con- ley, assistant secretary; Mrs.
Fifty nominees from all secgratulations from
Major Carrie Young, treasurer, Mrs.!
tions of the state, representing. at Defense Depot Memphis
GIFT FROM WOOLWORTH
Company. The presentation
recently for her suggestion
R. C. Cameron, USAF.
Helen Jones, Mrs. Mableen,
varied fields of accomplish—Frank L Stanley, center,
was made durihg the
HOSTESSES —The above
scheduled for Feb. 26th. The
ments, were considered for this to design a machine separaLloyd, and Mrs Juanita H
publisher of the Louisville
young matrons, left, Mrs.
NNPA's 27th annual Midtwo served on the secretarial
Crump, reporter.
year's awards.
(Ky.) Defender and presWinter Workshop held reLorene M. Flowers, and
staff of the Citizens Commitident of the National NewsA very enjoyable game cli- right, Mrs. Frankie Brown,
The judges, from the Arizona
cently in Miami, r.a. Looktee Council I„. Raymond Lypaper Publishers Associamaxed with first prize going to will be•pre sent to greet
ing on is Garth C. Reeves, Association of Broadcasters, the
Council. L. Raymond •Lytion, accepts a gift of a
Mrs. Juanita H. Crump: sec- guests at the fourth-coming
managing editor of Arizona Newspaper Associatimt
nom, Sr., is president of the
portable record plaser from
ond prize went to Miss Dorothy Lincoln - Douglas Banquet.
the Miami Times and vice and the Advertising Association
organization.
Thomas E. Bell, left, on be, Akins and third prize to Mrs
president of the NNPA, who of the West, selected the 10
half of the F. W. Woolworth
winners on the basis of the fav- Lucius E. Burch, attorney,
Cora Beteet.
hosted the workshop.
12:15 p.m.
orable national attention each
had attracted to the state in will be talking about his avoca- For many years, Robert
The Needle Craft Sewing was won by the president, Mr&
1966. The awards were pre- tion, undersea exploration and Stenuit has served as chief
!
club
met recently at the home Odessa Mitchell.
sented January 5 at a testi- diving, when he reviews a book diver for Ed Link, millionaire
hostess for the next
monial dinner held at the for Cossitt Library's "Lunch- inventor and oceanographiclof Mrs. Lonnie Bowers of 937 The
will be Mrs. Artressa
Towne-House in Phoenix.
1Annie pl.. and following the meeting
ing with Books" program this archaeology enthusiast.' They
Malone of 2281 Almeda ave.
'business session a delicious
Thursday noon, Feb. 2. Robert have worked together in salon Saturday night, Feb. 11 at
Stenuit, the author of DEEP- vage operations and Mediterra- The Bluff City Junir Gahm-jmenu was enjoyed by those
8 p.m.
HOLLY SPRINGS, Miss —of "Stamp Your Foot" by the
EST DAYS. and Jon Lindberg, nean Sea submar ice archology ber of Commerce will honor present.
rtersr.. Vera Moton is club repoM
The Music Department of Rust American
son of Charles and Ann
composer,
Aaron
ri-State Bank
400 expeditions as well as develop- former Congressman George W. The ticket to the prize box
college will present the Univer- Copland
berg, lived and worked at
ing the Man-in-Sea Project. A Grider during an Appreciation
feet down for two days, both history of deep sea diving and Day program to be held on
sity of Iowa choir in a concert
at 8 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 21 in A year ago the Rust College
in and outside their underwater oceanographic research is in- Sunday, Feb. 5, at the Metrothe Sims High School Auditor- choir presented a concert at
home.
AL CHYMIA TEMPLE'S 25TH ANN UAL MI
cluded in the book.
politan Baptist church at 3 p m.
ium.
speaker
featured
for
the
The
the University of Iowa. The'
In "working" the food and Lucius Burch, himself, has program will be Rev. James M.
industrial resoerces of the dived on historic wrecks all Lawson, Jr.. pastor of CentenThe 65-voice, choir performs present concert is part of al
lies a new venture for over the world, including one nary Methodist church.
choral works from the 15th program of cultural exchange
man. For the adventure of open- of the Spanish Armada wrecks,
century to the present. It has between
the two institutions.
ing the door to it, the public off the coasts of Ireland, Dutch Harrell C. Moore is chairman
appeared on both radio and telThe an nual stockholders' is invited to Cossitt Library at West Antilles, and Mexico,
evision, has made several reof the observance. and Ernest
meeting of the Tri-State Bak
cordings, featuring works of
Owens president of the organiwas held this month in the'
zation.
Bach and Mozart, and makes a
Recreation Room of Universal!
concert tour each spring.
Life Insurance Company. At
../aasaite
Dr. Daniel Moe, director of
the meeting the bank's Board of
WERT
the choir, is also a composer
"A SPANGLEL AND FAN -ASY" CASTLE
Directors announced that a
of note, having published more
cash dividend of $1.65 per share
than 25 compositions. His Christ- Members of the Y-Teen Pub- has been declared on its stock.
,
mas opera, "The Coventry he Affairs Committee were
BATON ROUGE, La — Thei20, 21.
Nativity" was presented by the hosts at a forum discussion "During 1966," according to record-setting Southern univer-j
"the
bak's
resources
increased sity track team this week was For both 1965 and 1966, the
Denver Symphony Orchestra for junior and high school stuThe Iowa String Quartet will
with Dr. Moe as guest conduc- dents at the Sarah H. Brown by approximately $200,000; and officially proclaimed the holder SU team was - the national
Box offic• information advance sale for Res•rved Seats only
be presented in concert by the
its
deposits
by
$173,000."
N
theAIA
small
college
champions,
tor.
branch of the YWCA last Sunof the world's record for
at Mid-South Coliseum Boa Office and Central Tick•t Offic•
Cultural
Activities
Committee
Mr.
Walker
also
announced 440-yard relay by the Inter- and for the years 1960, 1964,
day afternoon.
at Goldsmith's. Tickets not purchased in advanc• and for
of LeMoyne College this Friday
The choir's program in Holly
that Arvis A. Latting had been national Amateur
current performance on sol• at Mid-South Coliseum Ticket
Athletic Fed- 1965 and 1966 was the South- morning, Feb. 3. The program
Springs will include a wide va- Among the topics discussed elevated to the position of asOffice only.
Athletic Conference
eration through its offices in western
will be in Bruce Hall and will
riety of choral compositons, in- were smoking, alcoholism, the sistant
,
! cashier by the Board. London.
champions.
start at 10:30. It will be free to
cluding "Hosanna to the Son of misuse of drugs among' teen- Mr. Latting, son of Attorney A.
David" by DiLasso. the "Canta- agers, the new situation for A. Latting is a graduate of The running team of Harvey During the past three years the public.
of Southern LeMoyne will offer another
ta of Peace" by Milhaud, Brit- girls, and education for ociety's Fisk University and Detroit Narin, George Anderson, Grun- the cindermen
'Wednesday
2:30 P.M.
8 P.M.
Wednesday
Thursday
2:30 P.M.
8 P.M.
ten's "Ceremony of the Bells," multiple roles.
Thursday
University School of Technology.Idy Harris and Webster John- have not only led their nearest free daytime concert on TuesFriday
2:30
P.M.
8 P.M.
Friday
and a recent composition by the
He is married to the former!son set the world's pace at opponents by comfortable and day. Feb. 21, when it presents
Saturday
2:30 P.M.
8 P.M.
Saturday
70-voice
University
of
Choirs conductor, "I Am the The guest speakers were Ron Miss June Billups.
39.6 seconds on May 28 at Mo- safe margins, but have set the
Sunday
2:30
P.M.
Sunday
...No
Evening
Show
Williams, Juvenile Court; Mrs.
I desta, Calif.
Iowa Choir in Bruce Hall. This
records in the process.
Alpha and the Omega."
Rose Brown, an instructor at All other officers and memprogram also will start at
world-renowned
team 10:30.
The concert will close with Douglas High school, and Miss bers of the board and advisory This record gives the United The
several Spirituals and a setting Barbara Neal of the YWCA. committee were re-elected.
States an opportunity to pin from Louisiana is a set of tyanother tab on its world record oical American youth. Clean,
setters in track and field staneat and fresh-looking with
!healthy minds and agile bodies,
tistics.
!says Southern's academic dean
The Southern univ ersity Dr. E C. Harrison, "These
trackmen were in New York young men have talents that
Jan. 26-28 for the Wanamaker _stand up against other youth of
Millrosek gams. They also the world. We in Louisiana are
attended an MAIA Champion- especially proud of their prowship event in Kansas City Jan. ess."

Lucius Burch To Review
Book n Sea Exploits

Needle Crafters Hold Meeting

Iowa Choir To Present
Concert On Rust Campus

Jaycees To Honor
George W. Grider

T

Shareholders

MUNE

Hear Report ,ocean,

Teenagers Attend
Forum At YWCA

SU Trackman Hold World
Record For 440 Relay

Iowa Quartet
To Play Friday

X

MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
FEB. 22thru 26

9 BIG SHOWS!

RCA

Memphis, Tennessee
FURTHER STAFFING CONTINUES IN MANY FIELDS WITHIN OUR NEW TELEVISION MANUFACTURING FACILITY. THE CITY'S FASTEST GROWING INDUSTRY OFFERS EXCELLENT BENEFITS, SALARY POTENTIAL AND WORKING
CONDITIONS. YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO EXPLORE THESE ONCE -IN -A
LIF ET IMEOPPORTUNI TIES.

CONSUMER ACCEPTANCE INSPECTORS
Should hove 2 years electronics training in trade school or military. Experience in TV service, mass electronic assembly operations, or related experience in electronic quality control

procedures would be highly desirable. •

TROUBLESHOOTERS
Completion of electronics school and experience in troubleshooting of television sets. This
requires knowledge of all types of test equipment including oscilloscopes,
meters, etc.

TEST MAINTENANCE
Prefer training in electronics plus experience in the maintenonce of test equipment such as
oscilloscopes, volt meters, signal generators, etc.

PRODUCTION AND INVENTORY CONTROL
Prefer at least 5 years experience in scheduling, material and inventory control and produc,r.r related field. College degree preferred but not necessary.
tion co-ordination in electronic

PRODUCTION SUPERVISORS
Prefer prior supervisory experience and record of accomplishment in mass production assembly operation. College degree or equivalent experience desirable.
3

PURCHASE FOLLOW-UP ANALYST

Applicant should have previous industrial purchasing experience, preferably in electronics or
cabinets.

For additional information call (Area Code 901) 363-8000, and ask for J. H. Colvett. If this
is not convenient send your resume, including salary requirements to:
J. H. COLVETT
RCA Victor Home Instruments Division
5000 Raines Road
Memphis, Tennessee
AO Equal OpportaniVy Eaplbyer

The Most Trusted Name
in Elactronics

UNCF Receives $10,000
From Heavyweight All
NEW YORK. N V — Muhammad All, the world's heavyweight champion today contributed ;10.000 to the United Negro
College Fund.

Heavyweight
Champion.
he
says he will continue to do
everything possible to aid the
Fund
and its member institu,
Dons.

The 25-year-old fighter's gift
will be used to help support 33
predominantly Negro colleges
and universities affiliated with
the Fund.

Owen To Present
In presenting the contribution, James Hyter At
Muhammad Ali expressed the
view that education is a cornerstone in the struggle for free- St John Baptist

THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS
1966
WE INVITE YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS
1967

MADISON CADILLAC
2 LOCATIONS
341 UNION AVE.
2577 POPLAR AVE.

526-8207
327-8451

Standard of theWorld

dom. justice and equality.
"Although I myself never had In a continuing effort to
the opportunity to go to col- culturally enrich the students,
lege," he said, "I give to the Owen College is presenting
United Negro College Fund James A. Hyter at the St. John
this $1,000 out +If my love, admiChurch, 640 Vance Ave.,
ration and respect for their Baptist
February 1, at 10:00
Friday.
3,000 dedicated students to help
in some small way so that the a.m.
seeds of immortality hidden
within each one of them may Mr. Hyter is a member of
be nourished and developed to the choir at Centenary Methotheir fullest capacity. To me, dist church and has appeared
they are all the 'greatest'."
numerous times in Memphis as
Muhammed Ali was educated a. concert artist. His repertory
in Louisville. Ky. as Cassius includes songs and arias in
Marcellus Clay and graduated French, German, Italian, and
from high school in 1960. As
aplong as he remains World Russian. The vocalist has
peared at leading colleges,
churches, hospitals, and private
clubs.
Mr. Hyter's singing has won
enthusiastic endorsement from
such groups as Front Street
Theater and the Memphis Opera
Theater. The illustrious choral
group, II Carnorium, has utilHere's the Opportunity of a ized Mr. Hyter as soloist on
Life time. Be a Real Money many occasions.
Making Grocer in a Live Vital Mr. Hyter's accompanist. is
Area. Modern Masonry Store Mrs. Rosetta Peterson, a gradwith Meat and Vegetable Coun- uate of Spelman College, Atlanters and all Fixtures. Rents for ta. She is organist at two
$275 per month. Approximate churches and music instructor
required for in the Memphis City School
$5,000 capital
Stock. 6 Excellent
Castalia System
Heights Location near Army
Depot. Call Dale Freeman. In addition to her other reFreeLerg Brothers Realtors sponsiblities. she if. the president of 11 Cantorium, the talent324-35411 or 4$e-11124
ed vocal group which was presented fn concert earlier in the
year by the College.

Opportunity
Knocks But
Once!

COUPE
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OVER SO CARS IN STOCK TO CHOOSE MOM
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NEVER A DULL MOMENT

A Point Of View
Memphis for kids. That's the
BY NAT D. WILLIAMS
not enough adult
now
There's a raging argument trouble
discipline is being applied to
to
as
Memphis
in
on
going
children. They grow up today
whether or not there should be
wondering if the adults know
younga curfew law covering
what's happening. They hear
sters up to sixteen years of age.
adults yapping abbout what
the
folk
Some
it.
Some folk favor
to be done. They look at
ought
the
are opposed. Naturally, all
and find them unteen-agers are among the loyal the adults,
by their own
live
to
able
opposition.
When they see some
The point of view from here standards.
person apparently tryti that there should be such grown
up to stated stanlive
to
rememing
can
writer
a law. The
youngsters do the
ber quite vividly an old whistle! dards, the
They deliberateblast that used to sound off at natural thing.
folk by breakolder
the
defy
the
ly
in
night
at
nine o'clock
testing.
BInghampton community inEast ing the rules. They are
the rules to
Memphis. That was the signal They are bucking
oldsters really believe
for a 11 persons, male and fe- see if the
themselves. Most of
them
in
to
male, under 21 years of age
we believe ,certain
"say"
us
streets.
be off the
we don't make
But
principles.
or
If they had legitimate
practical application of them.
reasonable excuses for being a
have a dozen excuses for
out after the curfew, they were We
failures. Such as, "The
our
their
to
permitted to proceed
willing but the flesh
destinations. If they didn't have spirit is
is weak." Kids don't forgive
trouin
were
they
excuses,
such
weaknesses, they imitate
ble. The result was that Bing- the
additions.
hampton streets were com- them with
seems it Auld be better
it
So,
-twentyunder
of
clean
pletely
for us to have a curfew law. ..
one folks, after hours.
a standard for the
It proved to be a pretty good and set
and insist that they
youngof
lot
A
t.
arrangemen
might yell and
They
It.
iobey
A
sters stayed out of trouble.
us as hypocrites and
lot of youngsters gained a sense I describe
. . but in the 100C:
of responsibility and learned the.dictators.
would rise up and
they
run
discimeaning of community
for making
pline. They knew what was call us blessed
for themselves...
right
do
them
them.
of
expected
It seems from here that it at least for a while. Let's have
would not be too bad to have a teen-age curfew. Democracy
wait.
some kind of curfew law in . can
•
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Nigerian Unity

In his New Year's message to his country on the brink of disaster, much
— was
people, Colonel Gowon, t h e governing blood — blood of innocent people
the
of
g
feature
head of the state of Nigeria, drew at- spilled. One redeemin
cry
for
nathe
was
tention to the country's tragic plight whole tragic drama
WORLD EVENTS ROUNDUP...
with
air
the
and and the need for a settlement of tional unity that pierced
political issues that have divided Niger- great clarity and consistency. All
through their intermittent periods of inians into multi-hostile camps.
He said the year that had ended decision and vicissitude, the masses of
has been "a most momentous and tragic Nigerians did not lose sight of the ultithe legislature a $SA billion
By United Press International GI coverage.
one." He added: "There is one great les mate need for a unified country if progSAN ANTONIO. Tex. — Fire "strict economy" budge!.
son which I am sure we have all learned. ress on the economic and political WASHINGTON — President swept through a space cabin
The office workers union and The meeting for the purpose
•
• •
list
the
in
a
priority
have
for
to
was
Congress
fronts
the
asked
Johnson
shed
to
Universal Life Insurance of completing negotiations on
pay
not
the
It is that it does
simulator at Brooks Air Force
met last week to set- Tuesday, January 24, was held
nts.
substanCompany
achieveme
to
of
Bill"
the
country's
GI
"Vietnam
and
man,
fellow
our
of
base filled with pure oxygen HONG KONG — The English
innocent blood
hs long strike. at the Federal Mediation Board
seven-mont
benefits,
a
tle
federal
expand
tially
The tests were severe and caused
like the Apollo 1 spacecraft. An language tabloid star said the It was announced in a newt Offices in the Federal Building,
that misguided violence does not solve
for servicemen, veterans and
the eclipse of many brilliant, Western civilian employees on hazard- airman was killed and another Army commander of Sinkiang release fro m Local Union here in Memphis.
our political problems."
_rained leaders on whose shoulders ous duty.
tdisappoin
province in Communist China Number 367 of the Office Em- Follow up meeting has been
critically burned.
great
a
Nigeria has been
I
proposed
he
one
thing,
For
t,
a
s
first
la
at
And
depended.
much
had threatened to seize the ployes International Unio n, scheduled for February 7, 1967,
who
world
I
•
Western
•
ment to those in the
AFL-CIO that negotiations have at the same location. The union
of
minimum
to set a
country's nuclear stockpiles in
h ad come to regard it as the greatest glimmer of sunshine is breaking through legislation
resumed between the Of- has requested that the Federal
been
$12,000 on GI life insurance SACRAMENTO, Calif. — Gov. defiance of Mao Tse-Tung. tite and Profesional Employes
Mediation Board participate in
example of democratic practice in all of the clouds that have darkened the
policies, and new maximum Ronald Reagan, charging that Premier Chou En-Lal was re- International Union, Local 367, the negotiations in an attempt
modern Africa. That image was soon Nigerians sky far too long. The meeting
hadl
AFL-CIO, and the Universal to resolve the seven months old
scales to the serviceman's pay, his Democratic predecessor
ported trying to intervene,
smudged by revolution after revolution of Nigerian leaders in Ghana revives
Life Insurance Company in an dispute.
"looted and drained" California
to
$30,000.
up
Currently.
ranging
•
•
•
attempt to settle a seven months The Universal Negotiatthat brought despair to the native popu- hope for the quick evolution of a federal there is a $10,000 ceiling on the of its financial resources, sent
on collective bar- ing Committee was
lation and deep anxieties to Nigeria's system backed by a national constitution
headed by
JAKARTA — Indonesian stu- negotiation
gaining agreement for Univer- Chairman of the Bargaining
the
al
terms
in
unequivoc
defines
which
friends in the West.
dents suspended major demon- sal Life employes.
Committee. Mr. H. A. Gilliam,
First came what appeared to be, at functions and responsibilities of each
strations against President SuOPEIU LOCAL 367 was cer- company vice president, Atty.
of
Nigeria.
cal
segment
geographi
tradikaron but warned the protests tified as the collective bargain- Samuel Weintraub, John Parthe outset, an uprising against
Colonel Gowon concluded his New
would resume with army sup- ing agent by the National La- ker, R. L. Wynne. Thomas Wiltionalist politicians who h a d betrayed
of
the
words
with
Year's
message
the
port if Parliament fails to fire bor Relations Board after an lis. and Fletcher Hudson. Atthe trust conferred on them when
election on May 4, 1966. After torney.
anthem:
national
Nigeria's
him within two weeks.
in
nce
Nigerians won their independe
futile attempts by OPEIL1 367 The Union negotiating com"0 God of all creation
• • •
1960. And then, in the ensuing ferment,
to negotiate a contract the em- mittee was headed by Oscar
Grant this our one request:
beployees went on strike July 7. Bloodworth, vice president of
came an almost shattering collision
MADRID —Ranael Guijarro Despite spasmodic
meetings'the International Union, Wita
nation
us
to
build
Help
tween two of this vast land's constituent
Moreno, a 23-year-old student, between the company and the ham Ir. Oliver, director of the
Iv
,
is
man
no
opprerzed
Where
peoples — the Hausas of the North and
committed suicide by leaping union during the last 6 months United Auto Workers Fair PracAnd so with peace and plenty
the Ibos of the East.
ifrom a sixth floor window to the Union's attempt to negotiate tices Department, Charles Biaan agreement has been punc- gi, International Union Staff,
Nigeria may be blessed."
In the power struggle that kept the
protest a government crack-

LBJ Seeks Viet GI Bill

Negotiations Re - Opened

In Universal Strike

.0111.8.100.

Reagan's Budget Cut
Californians are having a taste of dents and teachers to greener academic LAST STRIPE — Staff Sgt.
Jerome Conner, son of Mrs.
their new governor's inclination to the pastures.
Vernice Conner, son of Mrs.
is
to
not
Reagan
evidently
sensitive
hurts.
he
whom
matter
spectacular, no
2348
Conner,
Vernice
His threatened budget cut hits the great the fact that the decline of higher educa- Saratoga Street, "earned
that other stripe" just beUniversity of California with the force tion would put in jeopardy California's
he was killed in battle
fore
its
with
along
intelgrowth
economic
of a thunderbolt.
It is creating havoc among students lectual prestige.
A crisis far more destructive than
as well as faculty members. If the govthe
recent
student agitations is at hand.
proposed
ernor does not retreat from his
it
is
resolved soon, the University
Unless
needed
of
retrenchment in the allocation
of
may lose its academic
California
that
funds for the University, it is likely
a
rate institution.
first
as
standing
stuthe state will see a great exodus of

tured by the inability of the UAW, Mrs, Jennie Lee Murphy,
down on students. He jumped Company's chief negotiator to. president, local 367, OPER?,
shortly after the government be on hand for continuous bar- Mrs. Bernice Bridgeforth, chairclosed Madrid University.
gaining sessions.
man, Universal unit, Mrs. Wil•
•
•
The Union's principle issue lie Mae Alexander, co-chairman,
is its proposal that the corn-.Universal Unit.
PARIS — Sen. Robert F. pany re-instate employees who
Kennedy said after talks with have had from 20 to 40 years
in Vietnam last week. The
President Charles De Gaulle of service with Universal Life.1
21-year.old soldier was a
been adamantl
United States will be The Company has
member of a large de- that the
in their rejection of this prothan
difficulty
"in far greater
voted family. He received
posal. Wages have also been l
promotion to staff I have thought" if it rejects a one of the prime issues with ,
his
sergeant, when he arrive in possible French peacemaking the Universal Life Insurance
Vietnam about a month ago. role in Vietnam.
Company who has not been willing to consider the wage increase matter.

Household' Tip
Nothing seems to taste so
good as a meal prepared right
at the fireplace. Guests love it,
the family loves it. There may
be a few more paper napkins
or paper plates on the floor
than the average homemaker
wants. But what difference does
it make if everybody's having
fun.
ate
Meat can be cooked on skew- IN THE ARMY NOW —
',Ir.
of
son
0.
Withers,
Perry
ers. And copper utensils always
Wither.
add a touch of charm. Also, and Mrs. Ernest C.
infantr%
undergoing
is
Sr.,
firea
as
ideal
is
tile
ceramic
Camp
Fort
at
training
basic
place surfacing. This easy-tothe
clean material is not only at- bell, Ky., and will complete
17.
Feb.
on
there
course
its
own
charm
and
puts
tractive
High
touch to the indoor cookout, it's graduate of Mitchell Road
an open invitation for more school, he attended Howard
university in Washington, IL C.
parties to come.

Koreans Slay
71 Reds In
South Viet
SAIGON — (UPI) — South
Korean troops flown into action
in U. S. helicopters killed 714
Communists near Nha Trang
without taking a single casualty,
a military spokesman reported.
In the Saigon area the Viet
Cone opened a new terror
campaign.

WAC Specialist Monitors Fast Talking Machine

In the biggest ground operation reported, the tough Koreans
from the 9th (White Horse) infantry division flew into action
8,000-men strong and swept
through a coastal area 180 miles
northeast of Saigon and killed
71 Viet Cong. captured two and
seized huge quantities of weapons.

nous FROM TEE SEA —
Sevier Chief Petty Officer
Jordan Wilkerson was in
Memphis recently to visit
Harry Lane of WM Tillman
cove. The sailor wits graduated from Manassas High
easel. class of MS. and
has been in the U. S. Navy
dice that time. He has

There was dramatic indication meanwhile that Viet Cong
influence in South Vietnam may
be on the wane. A secret document captured in the Iron
Triangle north of Saigon and
intended only for high ranking
VC officers admitted the Communists had lost influence over
more than a million persons
last year.
ROBIN WILLIS
WED. 1 STAR SPORTS
CLEVELAND (UPI) — Pitserved on a number of ships
cher Luis Tiat and catcher
and was most recently
Joe Azeue signed their 1967
aboard the aircraft carrier
contracts with the Cleveland
U. S. Coral Sea in the
waters off Vietnam. Follow- Indians, the ball club announcing his Memphis visit he ed Tuesday
Tiant had a 12-11 record and
left for duty with the U. S.
Naval Station at Boston, posted a 2.79 era avcrage workl ing 155 innings and striking out
Mass. (Winthers Photo)
114.5. He is 26.

I

BRIDE AND GROOM —
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Edward Turner prepare to cut
their wedding cake following the wedding ceremony
performed in the home of

her grandfather, Granville
Lewis of 481 Simpson, with
Rev. A. R. Williams, pastor
of White Stone Baptist
officiating. T h e
church
bride is the former Miss

Charlene Lewis, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lewis
of 121 Stephens pl. The
groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. T. Turner of 143 E.
Utah st.

FAST TALK—Automatic data-processing machines talkini2
punchcard language in microseconds at the bidding of
Women's Army Corps specialist. This expert is one of the man,
young women of the Corps who receive invaluable train'n
while building a rewarding career. Local Army recruiters have
details about how to apply for the many immodiste openinp
for th0 type of assignment
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Papers Report Spacemen's Horrifying Death Agonies
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Is On The Increase

PROTECT
Your Home and
Family with A

CAPE KENNEDY — (UPI)la Space Agency worker at the Houston, said there were about ing" following the first report
— Two newspapers reportedlIdanned Spaceflight Center in 15 seconds of "horrible scream- of fire.
that tape recordings indicated —
The Star's report said the
America's fl-et Apollo astro!informant,
who heard the tape
spent a horrifying 12 to,
Houston
and asked not to
.
at
15 seconds trying to escape the'
be named, identified the voice
flames in their spaceship hefore
on the tape as that of the
they perished.
youngest of the crew, Roger B.
The New York Times said Second Baptist church at 1208 J. S. Felix High schol atIChaffee, 31.
Ithe three men lived for 12 Florida at. has elected Rev. W.
Marion, Ark., and the seminary Chaffee, who was working
seconds after discovering fire L. Mayes to serve as the pastor in Memphis.
toward his first flight in space,
died in the fire along with
in the sealed craft. It said they for the year 1967
reponsible
was
for
the
reHe
tried desperately to escape, The church was founded in
Virgil (Gus) Grissom, veteran
and left a tape-recorded legacy 1943 by the late Rev. J. H. organization of the Bethesda astronaut who was to command
that ended: "We're on fire . . . Patton, who served the congre- Baptist church at 1591 Victor the first manned Apollo flight,
gation until July 24, 1966.
get us out of here."
and pastored there until it and Edward H. White II,
The Washington Star, quoting Rev. Mayes attended classes moved to its present location. America's first space-walker.

econd Baptist Elects

Rev. Mayes Its Pastor

HOME BURGLAR ALARM
SYSTEM
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Phone: 521-0331 or 275-0969

FREE

HOME DEMONSTRATION
OR TELEPHONE ESTIMATES
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YOUNG MODISTE WINS
HONORS--Wearing the coat
and hat s h e made, Miss
Ruby Deener, left, a junior
at Tennessee Mid State university, recently won first
place in the 1966-fli "Make
It Yourself With Wool" contest. A clothing and textile
major at the school, Miss
Deener is shown with her
major adviser, Mrs. ('atherie E. McKinnery, who is
explaining details of t h e

coat. The 100% heather.
tone wool ensemble was
modeled by Miss Deener is
the state-wide contest held
at Middle Tennessee State
university. The daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Deener of Oakland, Tenn., she
plans a career as a dress
designer. She made t h e
hat, and has been making
her own clothes since high
school days as a member
of the 4-K club.

SEE IT LIVE'
FEB. 6 at the AUDITORIUM

CHAMPIONSHIP FIGHT
ON BIG SCREEN CLOSED CIRCUIT TV NO Hi nu
TV

CLAY

MIDTOWN -1620 MADISON
Pei 4
40,

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1967

ERRELL
9:00 P.M.
SPECIAL CLOSED CISCUIT TELEVISION

PATRONIZE TRI-STATE
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Voter
Registration
Is Needed
Branton Says

ARMOUR

BEE ,STEW
FRED MONTESI

HAMBURGER & HOT DOG
BUNS
Pkg,

230

FRED MONTESI

VEGETABLE OILS

WESSON 19'
CRISCO 29c
WITH COUPON

Speaking before the group at
the Biscayne Terrace Hotel, the
43-year-old attorney who championed civil rights in Little Rock
and helped bring 600,000 more
Negro voters to the polls, said
progress is being made and the
Negro should not feel "lost"
because one congressman has
been ousted.
If you want to du ell your own shifting. the 4-speed u
For you Fairlane's optimal 4-speed Tama! transmission (availabie with V.fits) is fully svortwonired with
higher numerical ratio in twu gear Gives fait takeoff
from standing start Floor-mounted shift lever has poi.
Its,- reverse-scar locluno.

FAIRLANES

Special con the twisee GTA
new Spirt Sem
Cruise-0-102w Drive, which permits both manual
aid automatic shifting. For manual gear changing, move
shift knee heck to Low (I) and upshift through 2nd
(2) and into Hich or Drive (D). For fully automatic
*Mum,simply move lever to Drive and got

FAIRLANES

FAIRLANES

THESE FORDS ARE NOW WAITING
AT UNBELIEVEABLE CLOSEOUT PRICES
COME IN TODAY... IT ONLY FAKE A MINUTE TO MAKE YOUR DEAL.
BETTER BUY AT

ER FF FORD

hirI50 SUMMER AVE.

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

ROBIN H QQD

SALE

MIAMI, Ha. — Wiley Branton, newly-named special assistant to the U. S. attorney
general, told members of the
National Newspaper Publishers
Association "a continued interest in voter registration is
needed to further gains already
achieved."

The NNPA, represented by,
60 publishers of the 138-mom -I
ber national organization and
their wives, held a two-day
workshop in Miami before departing for Nassau aboard the
S-S Miami Friday (Jan. 13) for
a three-day pleasure cruise.

LIBBY'S

PEACHES

'66
CLOSE
OUT

doubling of expenditures

"In three of those states 20 1
Negroes have been duly elected,
and seated in their r6pect1ve
legislatures. They are the ones'
that need your support."

PINEAPPLE

Orchestra, 1st Balcony. . . .$6
3rd Balcony. . . .54
Boxes, 2nd Balcony. ..
Gallery. . . . . .$3
CENTRAL TICK El OFFICE, C 0 GOL MANI H.S..
Auditorium BO• Otil
Jttill 6 um. Mon

G.T. SPECIALS
HARDTOPS

Javits called for:

He said, "Today that figure
has nearly doubled

LIBBY'S

kith-lane 300,

He said that focus should be
shifted to "another aspect of
the civil rights problem — economic discrimination and its
corollary, new economic opportunity."

Mr. Branton urged the publishers to continue to remind
their 12 million readers that five
years ago only one and a half
million registered Negro voters
in the 11 southern states were
waging the South's equalization
fight.

BALLARD or PILLSBURY

9 p.m. Mon. Feb. 6
Auditorium Music. Hall
TICKETS NOW ON SAL F

NEW YORK — Sen. Jacob rfor education and training to
K. Javits, R-N.Y
endorsed 41,000 per pupil a year in the
proposals for -a guaranteed Inert five years.
minimum income as part of I Expansion of training promulti billion dollar drive against grams for the unemployed with
and
poverty
inequality
in tax decutions as an incentive
America.
to industries to provide such
Javits listed a "national training.
minimum welfare allowance" Steps to insure that higher
at the head of a five-point education is available to all
"marshall plan type" of federal americans youth with "the
program to bele the Negro "as- talent and the desire to obtain
It-,
'
cend the economic ladder."
Action to provide adequate
With a gross national pro- housing at all economic levels,
duct in excess of $70 billion with "adequate appropriations"
a year." "I suggest that we are for the rent subsidy program
well able to devote 5 per cent authorized by Congress last
of that amount to redeem 18 year as a first step.
million plus Americans."

A

EAST 5014 POPLAR (At Mendenhall)

-

WORLD HEAVYWEIGHT

Republican Javits Endorses
Guaranteed Floor Income

Javits, speaking at a breakfast session of the 54th annual
national commission meeting of
the Anti-Defamation League of
B'nai B'rith in the WaldorfAstoria Hotel, said the prospects
for enactment of new civil rights
by the 90th Congress was far
from good.

MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD STORES

45841514

VEGETABLE OILS

CRISCO 29c
WESSON 19c

48 oz
BOTTLE

With coupon and $.5.00 additional purchase, isircluding
value of coupon merchandise (fresh milk products and
tobacco also •xcluded in compliance with state law).
One coupon per family. Coupon expires Wedn•sday,

Noon, Feb. 8.
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Society
Merry
Go-round
ERMA LEE LAWS
-Walk on a rainbow trail: her of Mississippi Blvd Chris
walk on a trail of song, and tian Church and attended But
all about you will be beauty. ler University in Indianapolis.
Charles
attended
Tennessee
There is a way out of every A & I University
before enterdark mist, over a rainbow ing
the service and is the
trail." Navajo Song
grandson of the late Mrs. ZetThe "1967 Greek of the Year" tie Miller and a member of
is Velma Lois Jones, past ba- Greenwood CME Church.
sileus of Beta Epsilon Omega
More happy talk, we don't
Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha know what ever
happened to
Sorority and Southeastern Re- the name
of the newborn son
gional Director of Alpha Kappa of Barbara
and Joe 'Atkins,
Alpha. The announcement was you know
by now how things
made at the Installation Dinner happen sometimes
in the comof the Memphis Pan-Hellenic posing room.
Well, anyway, the
Council held Friday night in little
mister has been dubbed
the Georgian Room of the Frederick
Joseph. Proud pappa
Sheraton-Peabody.
is pursing doctoral studies at
Dr. Hollis F. Price, president the University of Tennessee.
of LeMoyne college, member
Folks in our town last week
of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity included
two Meharry Medical
and the -1966 Greek of the students,
Kenneth Edlin, who
Year" was the speaker.
hails from Rochester, New
Other program participants York, and attended Stockbridge
were W. D. Callian, Jr., master Prep School in Interlaken,
of ceremonies; Bernice R.. Mass, with Astrid Sengstacke
Cole, Rosetta H. Peterson, Lindsey. He stopped with the MSS
Regina M. Jeffries, George D. Sengstackes. And David Jones
from Kalmazoo, Michigan was
WHITE-SMITH WEDDING
Clark and Edith D. Willis.
the other one. He stopptd with
— Miss Ruthie Yvonia
William C. Weathers, was Dr. Cleo Kirk and his CathWhite became the bride of
chairman of the committee erine. The two fellows were
William H. Smith, Jr., on
that selected the honoree from roommates at Howard UniverSunday, Dec. 18, at the Mt.
a list of eight nominees from sity where Dr. Kirk obtained
Joyner Baptist church in
the various Greek-letter or- a degree in Pedadontics. The
ganizations. Josephine Bridges two medics were en route to
and Edwin T. Prater were the Taborian Hospital in Mound
other members of the commit- Bayou. Both will be graduated
tee.
from Meharry in June.
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sot-I-watetiak
Whitehaven, and seen here
are members of the wedding
party following the ceremony. From left are Misses
Bonnie White and Delois
White, sisters of the bride;

Barbara Smith, sister of the
groom, Barbara Love, Helen Meeks, Olga Wilson and
Gwendolyn Williams, maid
of honor; the bride and
groom, Mr. and
Mrs.

William H. Smith, Jr.; Clarence Walton, best man; Willie Carr, ushers; and John
White and Melvin Smith,
door ushers. The bride is
the daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. John C. White of 384
George rd., a graduate of
Geeter High school and a
sophomore at Owen college.
The groom's parents are Mr.

and Mrs. William H. Smith,
Sr., of 2388 Douglass ave.
He is a graduate of Melrose
High school and attended
Los Angeles City college.

Dutch Designer Braves French Fashion World

HOme Following

The honoree is the first Mem- With Our Clubs — Evelyn
By SHEILA WALSH
and press by hiring a hall and last two years as assistant to curving belt in grey-toned rhine- and summer collections during
phian to be named a regional Mays and Jewell Walker were
the first week of showing.
sending
out invitations.
Nina Ricci designer Gerard stone and crystal beading.
PARIS (UPI) — A young
• • •
director of Alpha Kappa Alpha co-hostesses to the Rubaiyats at
With short, whirling skirts reDutch designer braved the Molenaar apparently knew his Pipart, presented a Collection
sorority. We learned at the the latter's home on Kendale.
After all the African prints maining in style, designers
world
French
of
high
fashion Paris as well as his fashion be- that was a neat blend of geomedinner that our fair city also Riotous Dub's Bridge held sway
of the past week in Paris, have turned their imagination
with his first collection and won cause the plan worked. He was try and curves.
has two other regional directors much to the delight of Peggy
Molenaar showed a coog'gook- toward
underpinnings.
The
warm
applause.
applauded
warmly
at
his
first
that we didn't know about, Brewer, Helen Greene, Evelyn Miss Letha Mildred Johnson,
cngn white shantung, long pon- highlight is expected on Friand
skirts
flared
liked
He
press showing and aides said
Lawrence Westley has been Ann Curtis and Mary Rhodes daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. L.
Frans Molenaar, a 26-year-old some of the top names in echoed the theme with long, cho over matching harem pants day when .Andre Courreges,
regional director for t h e all of whom won prizes of Johnson of
and bolero top. The harem
1108 Beechwood. is from Amsterdam, added him- Frenchlashion had accepted
in- trumpet sleeves. Bib or surplice pants were cuffed in beadwork, who put women into boots,
Omegas for the past three jeweled cigarette lighters, home on a
14-day leave follow- self to the schedule of Paris col- vitations
pant suits and short skirts,
coat
to
attached
his
were
panels
to a gala showing at
years and Robert L. Wynn is a dainty little first aid kits, key ing the
but the beads were white too. presents his first collection for
completion of ten weeks lections for international buyers a hotel near
the chic Place dresses with loose, curving belts A giant pearl and white
regional director of Kappa chains and other fememine et of basic
beads the fashion press in two years.
training at the Recruit
that buttoned in back.
Vendome.
Alpha Psi. We reminded you ceteras.
• •
•
brooch kept the bolero top
Training Command (Women)
• • •
last week ,that Omar Robinson
suggested
over
closed
the
cocktails
bosom.
an
For
he
i
United
States
Naval
Training
couture collectFrench
The
is regional director for the Having a whale of a good
his
The designer, who worked in oyster silk, long sleeved dress Molenaar kept
color ions shown the first week inCenter, Bainbridge, Md.
time
but
not
away
carting
Sigmas.
Paris for Givenchy, and, for the with a neek-to-waist panel and scheme to white, navy, red and cluded hardly a pair of the
prizes were Gloria W a r d, A graduate of Hamilton High
orange.
Officers of the Pan-Hellenic Gloria Young, Lavonia Deberry school, Miss Johnson, a seaflesh-toned, sheer. ordinary nyFor hats, Molenaar liked ex- lon stockings.
Council for 1967 are R. L. and Betty Payne.
man apprentice in the WAVES,
act copies of the English tomWynn, Jr., chairman and mementered the service on Oct. 21,
Stockings and tights were
my's metal helmet.
ber of Kappa Alpha Ps i; Delcenia Lawshe feted the,1966 for a three-year enlist•
*
•
E
lomistosa Bridge ,
colorful and usually textured.
Club at her ment.
Charlie P. Roland. vice-chairFrance's high fashion design- For evening, they were often
man, Sigma Gamma Rho; home on Glory Circle. An an- Following the completion of
ers focused attention on the embroidered or done in lame
Bernice Callaway, recording nouncement of plans for the her furlough, she will report to
legs and feet in their spring for extra dazzle.
secretary, Zeta Phi Beta; new year were made by the the U. S. Naval Air Station at
Regina Jeffries, corresponding president, Katie McGuire.
Jacksonville, Fla., for general
secretary, Delta Sigma Theta, On hand to add their sug. administrative duties.
A. B. Bland, parliamentarian, gestions for a great club
downtown • union ave.,
year During her basic training,
Phi Beta Sigma; Isom Jackson, were Beatrice Allen, Ida
Lee she received instruction in
sergeant-at-arms, Omega Psi Winfrey, Mary Williams,
MOM Mand
mall
Mat- naval orientation, naval history,
phi, and Edith Willis, chaplain, tie Davis, Dorothy Lynch.
Get citizenship and current events;
Alpha Kappa Alpha.
well wishes were voiced for naval ships, aircraft and armatnent; navy jobs and training;
Edith was chairman of the Dorothy Ingram.
self improvement: first aid, COMPLETES BASIC
dinner Friday night with Emo- Mollie McCright
fashion specionsfs in sizes 18 to 60.
Airwas the most
physical and training and mili- man Eddie L. Peterson, sea
gene Wilson, Bernice Callaway, recent hostess
to the Queen of tary bearing.
and 161/2 to 321/2
Carl Johnson, Edison Morrison, Hearts Bridge club
of Mrs. Id a M. Peterson at
at t h e
and Charle P. Roland as other Flame. Highlighting
2208 Pratt St., Memphis, has,
the meetmembers of the committee. ing was the election
been selected for technical
of officers
training at Sheppard AFB,
Personalities glimpsed in the for the year, who are Naomi
Texas, as a U. S. Air Force
gathering at the cocktail hour Gochett, President; Mollic, Vice
aircraft maintenance specialist.
and dinner were Lee Eleanor president; Demme Robinson.
He is a 1965 graduate of HamilGolden.
Benson in a brown sheath with secretary, Vernette
ton High Scsool. He recently
deep fur at the hemline; Susie asst. secretary Linda Isabel,
completed basic training at
Hightower with her sister Mary treasurer. Jacqueline Smith,
Lackland AFB, Texas.
9.00
Bradley from Los Angeles and business manager, Joyce WedMabel Gooden, Eleanor Currie, duigton, bridge counselor, and
Ernestine Cunningham, Mary Doris Hall. reporter.
sizes 38to 411
Brooks, most becoming in a Living up to her new title
smoke silver lame shirtwaist and taking first prize was
Williams, Cecelia and Lawrence Joyce, who won a leather snack
Westley, Donald J a ckso n, case with matching thermos
Claiborne Davis, Jr., Mettle jug. Second prize was awarded
jaunty young go.
and Whittier Sengstacke, Jesse Gwen, and it was a set of band
D. Springer. to whom we de- knitted coasters. It was a sapeverywhere-do.tveryHOLLYWOOD — Gerald S.
livered greetings from
his phire blue silk scarf for Doris.
O'Loughlin has been signed to
thing shift . fails.
friend Dr. Pete Thornton of Hattie Smith'was the guest winplay the role of Harold Nye,
MR. JAMES STOKES
Texas Southern University. The ner and was awarded several
Kansas Bureau of Investigation
The Harold C. Moore Realty Co. announced the recent
ioned of hard.wearim7
two were in the Army together leather purse accessories.
agent, in Truman Capote's "In
promotion. Mr. James Stokes 28 years of age, and lives
and we learned that the Bluff
washable cotton denim
Cold Blood". Writer-director
at 2616 Lagena, with his lovely wife and four children.
City educator was among the Other members present were
Richard Brooks will film the
first to earn the rank of cap- Emma
Barbara
Stotts,
... confrenting prin.
lie is a member of Centenary M,ethodist .Church. He will
LrruA JOHNSON
best-selling book for Columbia
tain.
Knowles, Martha Whitne y.
manage a staff of ten sales people who will be dealing
Pictures release. Production betrims the large pocket
Mary Franklin. and Evelyn
primarily with the sales of residential property.
gins March 1.
Others seen were Maggie and Lewis. Ossie Carter and Berand stitching accents
Samuel Peace, Marguerite Cox. nice Chambers were the other
looking good in her mink stole; guests.
the collar end heat
Frances Taylor, Earline Somerville, Elms Mardis, Fanie
Frankie Gregory chose her
Placket...Nabs*if
Delk, Janelle Pringle, and Patrick Road home as the setMr.
and
Mrs
Gene
Robinson
you wish
many others.
dos*
ting in w hich to entertam the
of 2089 Alton ave. are the
Las Mujeres Bridge club. Her
Mao
parents
asty.
of
a daughter, their
Velma Lois, the honoree was mom,
Mrs. 011ie B. Owens,
first child, born on Friday,
striking in a white manderm
obliged her and prepared a
Jan. 13, at Methodist hospital.
type dress with braid at the soulful
dinner of chitterlings,
Warehouses in all leading U.S. Cities
The child h a s been named
wrists and neckline. Her up- spaghetti,
ham, slaw, potato
Romanita Yvette Robinson.
swept hair and sloe eyes
100%
•
HUMAN
HAIR
salad and corn muffins.
Her mother is the former
the dress really gave her that
oriental look!
WIGS AT WHOLESALE PRICES
Therese Brown was attend- Grace Martin of Murfreesboro,
ing her first meeting as a Tenn. Mr. Robinson is a memTO THE BUYING PUBLIC
Mary Jane and Charles B.
I bonafied member; she'd fre- ber of the faculty of Melrose
Craig celebrated their eighth
quently guested with the gals. High School.
100% HUMAN
wedding anniversary WednesOthers serving as a welcomday February 1. The young
HAIR WIG
ing committee were Mae Fran- Guest winners were Gwecouple was married at Hickman
BUY DIRECT AND
cis Martin, Emma Jean Turn- dolyn Smith, Grace Brown, and
Air Force Base in Honolulu,
er, Bettye S. Washington, who Nellie Trotter and their gifts
SAVE UP TO
Hawaii while he was stationed
were winners of a rumpus room were cologne, cigarette lighter
there. This marks the first
50%
OR MORE
set, pray tell what is that jewel- set, and accessories for the
anniversary they've observed
ry and ash trays?
powder room.
WE HAVE
here at home.

Basic Training

Actor Gets

`Blood' Role

Girl For The
,Gene Robinsons

DAILY

WAREHOUSE SALE

DAILY

MON CLAIRE WIG IMPORTS

100% Human Hair

WIGS

9:5

They lived in Chicago after
he got out of service and are
now at home at 748 South Parkway. E. He's the handsome
patrolman direciing traffic at
Court and Mail. He i. also
assigned to crossing kietaiL in
front of Booker T. Washington.
There are three little Craigs,
Charlotte, who was born in
Honolulu, and is a second
grader at Ha m ilton; brian
Rueben
and
who're
Vikki
still at home with mommie.
Mary Jane, is the daughter
of Mrs. Mary Cooper, a main-

EVERY COLOR
LEARN TO DRIVE
nothing down $2.50 a week
we help you to get
Tenn. Drivers License
Satisfaction Guaranteed
TENN. STATE DRIVING SCHOOL
275-3600

.

J STOUT SHOPPE

EXPERT STYLING
SPECIAL
HANDMADE WIGS
$5995

Our Wigs Are..

• Adjustable - Venliated
• Finest Workmanship

FREE HEAD FORM
WITH EACH WIG

v0,..
OPEN DAILY
PHONE MON CLAIRE INC 10:00
T05:30
14 NO. MAIN STREET

sl 25 00

527-3619

CORNER SOUTH COURT ST

THURS.
TIL. 8:30

DOWNTOWN
•
61 S. MAIN
•
527-6426
_UNION AVE.
•
1112 UNION
•
274-2065
WH1TEHAVEN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 215-0061

PATRONIZE TRI-STATE
DEFENDER ADVERTISERS
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SAIGON DIARY

Tuskegee Grad Is Key Man In 'Other War'
By ETHEL L. PAYNE

I

By helicopter, it's a 20-minute tractors made in Japan. At Tilting. The soil is rich; hut only
food to be re-distributed
trip
from Saigon to My Tho. least 500 farmers saw it. Twoithere is the threat of salt water to villages; but it is a potent
Daily Defender Correspondent
ordered the machine on the from the South China Sea seep- psychological
weapon.
MY THO, Vietnam — Much From the air, you look down on spot
and a third showed interest. log in and destroying crops.
emerald
green
pacidies
rice
and
been
and
said
written about
has
Dinh Tuong Province is proud
"The Other War" in Vietnam.: lush vegetable gardens. The rice Capt. Graves would like to To combat this, Graves pro- of its version of the famous
poses a series of dikes and
Both military and civilian lead- paddies are centuries old; but see more American-made equipAmerican highway, Route 66.
canals
to be installed.
ment
in
the
area
and
he
would
vegetable
plots
part
the
are
of
ers regard it as the key to
Over here it's Route 4, a smooth
success in the current conflict. the exciting new program of like more corn grown because Since salt water and fresh asphalt road which enables trafit could be fed to the hogs and water do not mix, the fresh fic to move at a
Prime Minister Nguyen Cao Ky crop expansion.
swift pace. It
more
means
food for the sold on the cob in the market. water could be taken off the leads to Saigon, 44 miles away.
calls it the lifeline to the future It
people, a profitable market in The corn is a Guatemalan varie- top by a syste m of pumps. Fresh produce from the fields
of his country.
In brief, The Other War is the Saigon, more money in the ty which does better in this Thus, the rice production could can be moved into the capital
be doubled or even tripled and in
slow, tedious, but a massive ef- farmer's pocket and a higher climate.
less than two hours time and
fort to win the hearts of the standard of living — and most Touring the area with Captain other crops increased.
Saigon residents are assured of
people and to make South Viet- important politically, a way of Hardy, I learned many things. One problem which has the a steady supply of fresh pork
nam an independent, viable winning the peasant away from Dinh Tuong is the largest hog- captain puzzled is how to de- from all the pigs that go to
producing province in Vietnam. velop meaningful data on what market.
nation on its own. The battle the Viet Cong.
takes many forms. Part of it, Captain Graves thinks this is Last year it exported 10,000 Is happening to all the rice Because Route 4 is such an
which the Delta is supposed to important link ?rid the V.C. are
perhaps the guts of it, is agri- the central effort in the pacifi- heads to Saigon.
cultural production.
cation program. If the farmer At one farmhouse where we produce.
constantly attempting to blow it
Dinh Tuong Province lies 7 gets bigger crops and more stopped, the farmer smilingly Since 1964, despite chemical up, guarding the highway is the
kilometres south of Saigon. It return in money for his labors, informed us that all his pigs fertilizers, it has gone down. most important responsibility
is the center of the richest rice he is a satisfied citizen and will had gone to market. "Tet Corn- Be can't quite put his finger on of the Province Chief.
.producing area in the country, fight off the V.C. for the allies. ing," he said. This is the greet- what is happening. He suspects This security problem has
the Mekong Delta, often refer- He becomes immune to V.C. ing for the Vietnamese New that either the V.C. are getting slowed down the water control
Year's celebration which takes bigger rake-offs than is known, program since it involves so
red to by historians as "the propaganda.
rice bowl" of Asia. My Tho is Everyone agrees with this place in February.
or else an awful lot of rice wine many men who might otherwise
the capital city of the province. theory, including the American He proudly displayed his fish is being made that is unaccount- be working the fields.
Here is where an important military sector advisor, Lt. Col. hatchery. This is the most sur- ed for.
Capt. Graves and his Ameriphase of The Other War is Rollo Brown, Kenneth Mahony, prising and promising industry At any rate, he is probing as can colleagues are still pleased
being directed.
the Province Representative for in the province. In 1965, only tactfully as possible for the with the progress that has been
Early in November, 1966, USAID, Robert Dickerman, the 75 metric tons of fish were answer which everybody wants made and hopeful for the future.
Capt. Hardy Graves, a native JUSPAO Representative, . Lt. exported to Saigon.
to know from President John- One essential thing which he
of Alabama and a 1960 graduate Col. Tran Van Phuc, the Pro- In 1966, more than 1244 met- son to General Westmoreland. calls a must is to get along
of Tuskegee Institute, arrived vince Chief and Le Ven Hoi, ric tons were sent. Fish culture The basic military strategy with Vietnamese counterparts.
in My Tlao and was assigned to the Deputy Province Chief for has become so popular that in this war is cutting the enemy "We don't command anythe 7th Division Advisory Team Administration.
nearly every farmer now has off from supplies and starving thing." he says. "We advise."
No. 75 which works with USAID,
him from his rice staple. When- Both Hardy and the sector
his own breeding pond.
America
spent
year
He
in
a
(United States Agency for Interever
Vieta large haul of rice is advisor had high praise for the
his
Graves
and
Capt.
national Development) and the studying at George Washington namese counterparts are plac- taken in a search-and-destroy honesty and integrity of the
Universities
in
American
and
Vietnamese Government.
Province Chief, Tran Van Phuc
ing heavy emphasis on irriga- operation, it is big news.
Captain Graves holds a degree Washington.
tion for double cropping in Dinh The seized rice provides not and his deputy, Le Ven Hen.
in agronomy. As an expert in The farmers in the province
scientific farm crop production, are delighted with the crop
be is an invaluable aid to pro- expansion program; but they
vince officials as the agricul- still find it difficult to accept
tural advisor for Dinh Tuong, mechanization in farming.
and thus he personifies the key A few weeks ago, there was a
demonstration of hand-powered
to The Other War.

— SH

The store that cares...about you!

Play The Winningest Game Ever!
AND A&P PRODUCTS TOO!

PLAY IT LIKE BINGO

NOTHING TO BUY... NOTHING TO WRITE
JUST PICK UP YOUR FREE GAME SLIPS!
Thousands of Prizes! The Exciting
New Game That's Full of Surprizes!
We're having a party and everybody's invited! Just
pick up your free A&P's AWARDS & SURPRIZE
PARTY game book and start winning today; It's as
simple as Bingo . •. the rules on the back of your
book show you how easily you can win . so many
different ways.

MISSISSIPPI THREE

Jury To Review
Rights Deaths

Receive a FREE game slip each time you visit your
A&P Super Market. Lock for bonus A&P's AWARDS
& SURPRIZE PARTY game slips to be printed in our
newspaper advertisements.
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED—ADULTS ONLY

JACKSON', Miss. — A federal the government agreed with
grand jury may reopen an defense attorneys that the
investigation into the slayings grand jury which originally inof three civil rights workers dicted the 17 whites in 1965
whose battered bodies were was illegally constituted. Cited
uncovered from an earthen by both sides was a decision
dam during Miss issipp i's by a federal appeals court in
"long hot summer" of 1964. Georgia which specified that
Reliable sources said U. S. the lists from which jurors are
district judge
Harold Cox drawn must be a true crosswould convene the jury on Feb. section of the • population.
20.
Defense attorneys maintained
There was no announcement I the lists from which jurors were
on what would be presented selected in the Philadelphia
to the panel, but the Philadel- case did not include Negroes,
phia. Miss.. slayig was likely women and Indians in proto be one of the major items portion to their numbers.
on the agenda. Other matters Neshoba County sheriff
Lawwhich could be considered in- rence Rainey and his deputy,
cluded the firebomb slaying Cecil Price, were among those
of a Hattiesburg Negro leader indicted previously in
the case.
last January.
Rainey, Price and the other
The justice department asked 15 men were charged under
Cox last October to dismiss two conspiracy indictments
—
charges against 17 men ac- one accusing them of plotting
cused of conspiracy in the to injure, threaten and intimideaths of the young integra- date the three youths, and
tionists. The government said another accusing them of
inthen it would ask for new in- flicting "summary punishment"
dictments in the case later.
on the victims without due
In the motion for dismissal, process of law.

PLAY AWARDS & SURPRISE
PARTY GAME IN ALL A&P FOOD
STORES IN THE MEMPHIS AREA
Lean, Meaty

444 ADKINS INS. AGENCY
988 MISS. BLVD.

PH. 948-7775

UNION Chevrolet
2200 LAMAR AVE.

Tommy Grant's Special
BUY OF THE WEEK
196-6 SuperSport A Steal, Only 17,000
Miles.. Turbine Hydromatic Transmission.
396 Engine, 315 H.P. Motor. Lemon &
Yellow, With A Black Vinyl Top. Factory
Air. Fully Equipped, Plus Full Power. A
Wide Selection Of Good New Or Used
Cars To Choose From.
Tommy
Is
%nig

c
39

Lb

Turkeys

WONDER BREAD
In the new Stgresh wrapper

stays fresher to taste fresher!
You simply can't serve a fresher tasting bread than Wonder Enriched
Bread, now packed in Wonder's StaFresh plastic bag! This special bag
helps hold moisture in, and is actually airtight, too. Wonder's wrapper
has a plastic fastener that you simply
twist to open,twist to close. No inner
band makes it easy to take slices out,
put them in again.
When you see Wonder in this new
wrapper you'll notice the Good Housekeeping Seal. Yes, Wonder has earned
this famous seal...your added assurance that Wonder Enriched Bread is

baked with the finest ingredients for
a most flavorful and nutritious loaf.
The Seal is another good reason why
mothers will want Wonder Bread day
after day for sandwiches, toast, and
with meals.
Remember, during the "Wonder
Years"—the formative years from one
through twelve—your children develop in many ways. They actually grow
to 90% of their adult height! To help
make the most of their "Wonder
Years" be sure to serve nutritious
Wonder Enriched Bread...now in the
Sta-Fresh plastic wrapper.

6 Lb. to 16 Lb.

lb.

39'

17•
‘
1
•

WONDER..
ENRICHED BREAD

11IF
:

heips build cry-,ng bodu)s 12 ways.

,
le# 40.0

•
•
air

Lb. 990
Box

I

lona

Green
Beans
151/2
Oz.
Can

Al

A&P White Beauty

Vegetable
Shortening
Clabri

SUNNYFIELD

25

tabg S 1
"

• 4770 POPLAR AVE.
• 4780 SUMMER AVE.
• 423 NO. CLEVELAND
• 2833 LAMAR AVE.
• 2463 POPLAR AVE.

Helps build strong bodies12 ways!. PRICES IN

or

Green
Peas

For 490

Starling

Pork Sausage

3 59c 3
FLOUR

For You!

Ph. 324-3671

whiting Fish

Spare Ribs

Auto Liabilty
FOR EVERY DRIVER
Small Down Payment 8 Months To Pay
FOR HELP WITH
• Filling of Forms
• Drivers Over 65
• SR-22 Fillings
• Drivers Under 25
• Canceled - Rejected
• Notary Public
SERVICE CALLS TO YOUR HOME

F

Lb $1 19
Bag

SMO.KED

SEASONED MEAT

lb 29'
• 3473 SUMMER AVE.
• 3561 PARK.AVE.
• 2130 FRAYSER BLVD.
• H1WAY 51 SO, - SOUTHAVEN
• 1500 SO. LAUDERDALE
•
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LeMoyne Five To Play
Oral Roberts Quintet

SPORTS
HORIZON

The Oral Roberts Universitywork last June.
Titans of Tulsa, Oklahoma in- Coach Jerry Johnson's Levade LeMoyne College's Bruce Moyne charges will be at TouHall this Friday night, Feb. 3, galoo College in Tougaloo,
to keep a date with the fast- Miss., Saturday night, Feb. 4,
another
non-conference
for
moving Magicians. Game time
game.
is 8 o'clock.
They'll be back in Bruce Hall
One of Oral Roberts' de- on Wednesday night, Feb. 8,
pendable point-makers is a for a second crack this season
Memphis lad, Carl Hardaway, at tough South Carolina State.
who scorched the hardwood for The Magicians close their
t h e Woodstock Aggies. Be home season Monday, Feb. 13,
enrolled at the university after in a homecoming affair against
completing his high school Lane.

1y BILL. UTILE
TS'ERS Tee Powerful

handle the 76'ers, won 118-106
to
snap a record home floor
"They had that big crowd
skein of Philly that had
victory
going for them, and they played
with a lot of courage," were reached over 30 games. But
the post-game comments of Chamberlain's wrecking crew
Coach Alex Hannum after his reflects its overall superiority
marvelous league-leading Phila- in that the 76'ers have won 46
delphia quintet had strong of 51 contests. They lead the
Two other road games rearmed the injury riddled but Eastern Division with a nine
at Tuskegee on Feb. 10
main
game
over
bulge
Boston
despite
scrappy St. LOUIS Hawks, 112and at Fisk in Nashville, Feb.
105, before a spirited gathering dropping three games to Bill
17.
of 9,489 recently in the Mid- Russell's Celts who are ahead
South Coliseum. The Hawks of their winning pace of a year
earned the plaudits of the ago when Red Auerback was
crowd which paid $25,58.75 to at the helm,
establish a record for a sport- A reformed Chamberlain and
ing event played in the Colise-,a fine job of player manageTERMITES-ROACNES
UM.
ment by Hannum are the reaWATER RUGS-RATS
given
sons
for
the
76'ers
being
Not since the Alamo have a
Liesessi d isoled
group of underdogs fought so called the best team in the
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
valiantly in defeat. When a team history of the National BasketEJIBARRASSED
takes the floor against the vi- ball Association. Since his high
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
cious 76'ers it had better be school days at Overbrook in
healthy just to survive. Except Philly, Chamberlain has set
CALL
for a ringing elbow that caught records that Lew Alcindor, the
Gene Tormohlen over the eye, current seven foot-plus rave
and sent the big St. Louis of UCLA's number one ranked
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
center plunging to the floor, and undefeated Bruins, might
the Hawks fought back in the find it difficult to even apPH. FA 7.41033
final period to barely miss an proach. Wilt is a team man now
NATIONAL
COMSPORTS
masterpieces
the
of
100-point
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